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ITALY
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UNITED KINGDOM

When we think of Italy, we think of art, history,
architecture, fashion, cuisine & food... and
much more! Italy always has more surprises
in store, with its strong regional diversity and
history, from the northern lakes in Lombardy,
to the magical Venice in Veneto, and including
Piemonte, the Cinque Terre region, and
Tuscany, home to Florence, the heart of the
Renaissance, and delightful medieval hilltop
towns. There are more surprises as we travel
down to Rome, the Eternal City, and the
charm and beauty of the Amalfi Coast, Sicily
and Apulia, the sunny “heel” of the Italian
“boot”. Every corner of Italy is home to a wide
variety of traditions, food, recipes, dialects
and expressions. We will take you into a true
travel experience, to grasp the essence of local
culture, the dolce vita and beyond.

France is one of the most popular destinations
in Europe. The cradle of cuisine, cinema,
and fashion, France has 96 different
“départements” with an extraordinary variety
of regional identities. The glamorous French
Riviera & Cote d’Azur on the Mediterranean
coast in the southeast, internationally known
for its beauty, sun, and turquoise sea. Provence
with its lavender-coloured fields, its bright
alleys, and the rose-tinted Camargue. From
Bordeaux to Burgundy, and the Loire Valley,
perfect destinations for wine-lovers and
French culture enthusiasts. Not forgetting
Paris itself, the magical City of Light, and its
chic boulevards. As Audrey Hepburn once said:
“Paris is always a good idea.” And we can only
agree!

London is a hub of innovation, style and a
cosmopolitan lifestyle, and we have handpicked the top spots to make for exceptional
tours! What’s more, venture outside London
and you’ll find that Britain has some of the
world’s most beautiful countryside and
landscapes, a rich tapestry of Kings, Queens,
poets, and academics (and rockstars...)
who have left some beautiful examples of
architectural heritage to explore and admire.
From the mysterious Stonehenge to fascinating
historical castles, or the quintessentially British
journeys through the Cotswolds, or else the
romance of Irish Gothic castles and medieval
Scottish estates. Our experiences are designed
for the traveller who wants a bespoke tour.
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About us
RomaSì is a luxury full-service tour operator specializing in delivering exclusive, unique
travel experiences in Italy and Europe.
Established in 2008 by Silvano De Vito, RomaSì is known to the best industry players
worldwide for its professionalism, reliability and accuracy in every single detail.
Our offices in Rome, New York and Florida, guarantee 24-hr assistance, to respond to any
question in real time. RomaSì is constantly growing and expanding throughout Europe.
OUR STRENGTHS
Over the years, RomaSì has established many successful partnerships, and is an exclusive
supplier to the best luxury hotels across Italy and Europe - Gran Melià Rome, Hassler,
Intercontinental Hotels, Rocco Forte Hotels, and Baglioni Hotels, to mention just a few giving our customers the best rates and personalized special amenities.
Thanks to our experience and reputation, we have gained the rare privilege of being
appointed Silver Partners to the Vatican, which allows us special access to the Vatican. We
will escort you through the hidden corners of the Vatican: a once-in-a-lifetime experience!
RomaSì also boasts its own fleet of luxury Mecedes Benz vehicles, all with Wi-Fi 4G on board.
Our well-trained, multilingual drivers are ready to give you personalized assistance, and our
team of over 50 highly qualified guides are at your side to design tailor-made tours.
We handpick locations, itineraries, and historical or exclusive sights. In doing so, we are led
by a profound love and knowledge of the areas and places in which we operate.

SILVANO DE VITO

OUR MISSION
Our mission is to ensure high-quality travel services, where every single detail is designed
and crafted around our customers. With your interests always in mind, we will take you to
places you would not otherwise discover and experience.
A passion for hospitality and travel, the authenticity and exclusiveness of our locations, and
attention to quality are the key ingredients at the foundation of RomaSì.

The future of exclusive travel experience
can only be in luxury travel design.

Come to us for a perfect luxury travel experience. Whatever the dream, we can make it
happen!

CEO & FOUNDER

Services

WALKING TOURS

SIGHTSEEING & EXCURSIONS

PRIVATE TRANSFERS

SHORE EXCURSIONS

Our great team of highly qualified
guides are ready to offer you tailormade and exclusive personalized
experiences.

We handpick the most exclusive
and attractive itineraries for your
excursions. We can combine a range
of top spots with the intimacy of
experiencing local culture and
people.

Let us take care of getting you from
one place to another, while you enjoy
the comfort of our luxury Mecedes
Benz vehicles, all with Wi-Fi 4G on
board. Our well-trained, multilingual
drivers will give you personalized
care and assistance.

We can provide a wide array of private
shore excursions, and seamless
arrangements from most ports in
Western Europe.

AIRPORT VIP MEET & GREET

TAILOR-MADE VACATIONS

HOTELS & VILLAS

VIP Meet & Greet and VIP Services
are our specialty. Try them once, and
you’ll never look back!

Our expert and dedicated travel
team is ready to design the perfect
experience for you. Whatever the
dream, we can make it happen!

Enjoy our selection of Hotels and
Villas. Perfect homes, of the highest
quality, and with the best value.
RomaSì has established many
successful partnerships over the
years, and is an exclusive supplier
to the best luxury hotels across Italy
and Europe. Spoil yourself with the
special amenities reserved for our
guests.
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MUST DO
not to be missed
destinations
Discover amazing spots of the Eternal City through unforgettable itineraries.
An expert, entertaining licensed tour guide will accompany you during your journey to see
the most beautiful attractions in Rome: enjoy skip-the-line access to the amazing Vatican
Museums, the eternal Colosseum and the historical Ancient Rome sites; discover stunning
hidden spots, squares and fountains
during an entertaining City Tour; dive
into
world
and

the

mysterious

during

the

Underground

subterranean
Catacombs
Rome

tours.

Lose yourself in the off-the-beatenpath Heart of Rome tour or enjoy the

“Let the Ethernal City come
to life through the eyes of its
most passionate admirer, a
tour guide”

romance of the city with a Rome by
Night tour. Then, follow the Path of
the Illuminati and explore all the sites
described in Dan Brown’s novel.

12 | Must Do

St. Peter’s Church

pilgrims. Today, it is a priceless masterpiece of Baroque and

The Birthplace of Christianity

Start the tour of the greatest Catholic church in the world with

Regarded as the holiest site in Christendom, St. Peter’s
Basilica is a masterpiece of architecture right

Renaissance art.

your expert private tour guide: be stunned by Michelangelo’s
Pietà and the Baldachin of the Pope by Bernini that marks the
tomb of St. Peter’s underneath.

in the heart of Vatican City. This church,

Marvel at the beautiful St. Peter’s Square. Admire the stone

supposedly built where the Apostle

colonnade that decorates both sides of the square, another

St. Peter was crucified, started
as a small chapel for the

famous Cupolone, the dome designed by Michelangelo.

masterpiece by the Baroque architect Gian Lorenzo Bernini.
End your tour with a visit to the Crypt of the Popes and the

Approximately
3 hours

Tickets
needed

Partial access
for wheelchairs

Kid-friendly
tour

Suggested
starting time
08:00 / 16:00

Not recommended
on Sunday and
Wednesday

Standard Itinerary
St. Peter's Basilica
St. Peter's Square

Crypt of
the Popes

St. Peter's
Dome

Recommended Tour Extention:
| Castel Santˈ Angelo | Gelato Class | Pizza Making | Handicraft Workshop |

13 | Must Do

Vatican Museums
Wonders of Art, Secrets and Mysteries

made up of galleries with an impressive number of artwork and

Enter the beautiful St. Peter’s Church, where the famous

masterpieces.

Baldachin by Bernini is, and end your tour in the charming St.

During your visit you will have the chance to see one of the

Peter’s Square.

world’s finest collections of sculptures, carvings, frescoes

Enjoy a private tour at the stunning Vatican

and paintings. Your expert tour guide will be your story-teller,

Museums with an expert, entertaining tour

focusing your attention on the most important masterpieces
and making this experience easy and unforgettable.

guide.
Skip the line for fast-track entry

Stroll through the most interesting rooms such as the

to the world famous Vatican

Gallery of Tapestries, and the Gallery of Maps. Be stunned by

Museum

complex,

Michelangelo’s masterpiece inside the Sistine Chapel.

Approximately
3 hours

Tickets
needed

Partial access
for wheelchairs

Kid-friendly
tour

Suggested
starting time
9:30 / 14:00

Not available
on Sunday.
Not recommended
on Wednesday mor.

Standard Itinerary
Vatican
Museums

Sistine
Chapel

St. Peter's Basilica
St. Peter's Square

Recommended Tour Extentions:
| Pinacoteca | Raphael Rooms and Borgia Apartments |
| Crypt of the Popes | St. Peter's Dome | Castel S. Angelo |
| Gelato Class | Pizza Making | Handicraft Workshop |

14 | Must Do

Ancient Rome Tour

of this place and hearing tales about the gladiators, the main

Raise and Fall of the Roman Empire

Walk the short distance to the entrance of the Roman Forum

Admire the Colosseum, one of the most amazing attractions

Rome. Your tour guide will help you understand how this place

from the ancient world.

looked like in its heyday. Among the most important sites you

Leave the crowd behind and enter the Ancient Rome with

will see walking down the Via Sacra are the Temple of Julius

your skip-the-line tickets. Accompanied by an entertaining

Caesar and the House of the Vestal Virgins.

and knowledgeable tour guide, wander the amphitheater

End your tour on the Capitoline Hill, the smallest and most

following the path of the ancient Romans, learning the history

important of the seven hills of the Ancient Rome, and enjoy a

Approximately
3 hours

Tickets
needed

characters of the games.

and discover the ruins of the political center of the Ancient

Not wheelchair
accessible

Kid-friendly
tour

Standard Itinerary
Colosseum

Roman
Forum

Capitoline
Hill

Recommended Tour Extentions:
| Palatine Hill | St. Peter in Chains | Pantheon | San Clemente Basilica |
| Roman Houses on the Celio Hill | Trajan's Market | Pizza Making |
| Handicraft Workshop |

Add On:
| Vintage Vespa | 500 Fiat | Segway | Golf Cart |

15 | Must Do

Suggested
starting time

9:30 / 13.30 (winter)
8:30 / 15:30 (summer)

Available
every day

wonderful view of the city and of the Imperial Forum.

City Tour

Marvel at the beauty of the Spanish Steps with the famous

cobbled footpaths and reach the charming Trevi Fountain.

Bernini's Fontana della Barcaccia.

Toss a coin and make sure to come to Rome once again!

A Stroll through Eternity

Be stunned by the Pantheon, the ancient temple dedicated to
all Gods. Today this incredibly well-preserved monument is a

Enjoy a 3-hour walking tour and admire the highlights
in the historical center of Rome. An expert tour

church that hosts several tombs of many great characters from
Italian history, such as Raphael and Baldassar Peruzzi.

guide will be your story-teller during this

From Piazza della Rotonda we will walk directly to Navona

amazing walk through the beautiful

Square, where you will see the famous Bernini's Fountain of

fountains and piazzas of the
city.

the Four Rivers.
Continue your tour as you walk through the picturesque,

FREE

Approximately
3 hours

No tickets
needed

Not wheelchair
accessible

Kid-friendly
tour

Suggested
starting time:
9:30 / 14:00

Available
every day

Standard Itinerary
Pantheon

Spanish
Steps

Navona
Square

Trevi
Fountain

Recommended Tour Extentions:
| Castel St. Angelo | Trastevere |

Add On:
| Vintage Vespa | 500 Fiat | Segway | Golf Cart |

16 | Must Do

Rome by Night Tour

entertaining tour guide.

Evening Walking Tour

the Pantheon, the beautiful Navona Square and the not to be

There’s nothing quite like visiting Rome and its stunning

Be amazed by the view you’ll get from Capitoline Hill and the

monuments at night.

Piazza del Campidoglio designed by Michelangelo, and end

This 3-hour walking tour is a charming stroll through the

this tour in Venezia Square where the famous Altar of the

romantic streets of the Eternal City.

Fatherland is.

Your itinerary includes the highlights of the Eternal City, such as

missed Trevi Fountain.

Don’t miss the chance to see the most important monuments,
fountains and squares at night, accompanied by an expert,
FREE

Approximately
3 hours

No tickets
needed

Wheelchair
accessible

Kid-friendly
tour

Standard Itinerary
Pantheon

Navona
Square

Capitoline
Hill

Piazza
Venezia

INCREASED RATE APPLIED

Recommended Tour Extentions:
| Trastevere | Janiculum Hill | Piazza di Spagna | Pincian Hill |

Add On:
| Vintage Vespa | 500 Fiat | Segway | Golf Cart |

17 | Must Do

Trevi
Fountain

Suggested
starting time:
18:00

Available
every day

Catacombs Tour

communities during the Roman persecution.

Continue your tour at Basilica of San Clemente, the Catholic

Today, the Catacombs represent priceless evidence of

church dedicated to Pope Clemente I. Wander through different

Ancient Rituals and Buried Secrets

the ancient world, where it is possible to admire relevant

layers of history with frescoes and mosaics and also a temple

archeological findings.

dedicated to the God Mitra.

Soak up the mysterious atmosphere at the
Catacombs in Rome.

The quiet tunnels will come to life as your guide tells you the
stories and legends of early Christianity during the days of

This maze of quarries and tunnels are

Roman persecution. Stepping into this mystical maze you will

ancient underground cemeteries

see some of the most important Christian frescoes in the world

that also provided refuge

- such as the earliest depiction of the Virgin Mary and the oldest

to

the

Christian

image of the Three Wise Men.

Approximately
3 hours

Tickets
needed

Not wheelchair
accessible

Kid-friendly
tour

Suggested
starting time:
9:00 / 14:00

Not available
on Monday

Standard Itinerary
Catacombs

Bisilica of San
Clemente

Recommended Tour Extentions:
| Roman Houses on the Celio Hill | Cappuccini Friars Bones Crypt |

18 | Must Do

Angels and Demons

Start this adventure at Santa Maria del Popolo square where

mysteries.

you will visit the Church of Santa Maria del Popolo and the

End your experience in St. Peter’s Square that hides mysterious

The Path of the Illuminati

mysterious Chigi’s Chapel. Reach the Basilica of Santa Maria

and alchemical symbols.

delle Vittorie and admire the Ecstasy of St. Teresa, a sculptural

Follow your private tour guide along the path of the Illuminati

group that is regarded as one of the major Baroque masterpiece

and explore all the sites described by Dan Brown in its bestseller

by Bernini.

Angels and Demons. Retrace the footsteps of the great Raphael,

Continue your journey along the Path of the Illuminati: visit the

Bernini and Galileo that were supposedly part of the Circle of

Pantheon, the Fountain of the Four Rivers in Navona Square,

the Illuminati. During this itinerary you will have the chance to

and admire Castel Sant’Angelo; your private tour guide will

visit beautiful sites and churches.

reveal the secret stories and tales behind these places full of

FREE

Approximately
3 ½ hours

No tickets
needed

Not wheelchair
accessible

Kid-friendly
tour

Suggested
starting time
9:00 / 14:00

Standard Itinerary
Santa Maria
del Popolo

Santa Maria
della Vittoria

Navona
Square

Recommended Tour Extentions:
| Inside of Castel Sant' Angelo |

Add-On:
| Vintage Vespa | 500 Fiat | Segway | Golf Cart |

19 | Must Do

Pantheon

Castel
SantˈAngelo

St. Peter's
Square

Available
every day

Underground Rome

roman houses and admire beautiful frescoes while learning

Walk down through different layers of time where you will

what life was like 2,000 years ago in one of the wealthiest

discover well-preserved mosaics, frescoes and even a buried

Buried Past

neighborhood in Rome.

temple dedicated to God Mitra.

The Case Romane have recently been restored and re-opened

Enjoy an incredible adventure and discover the secret

Marvel at wall-paintings and decorated rooms from 5 separate

spots hidden underneath Rome.
Start

to the public, along with a room displaying archaeological finds.

the

houses, discovered during excavations in the late 19th century.

underground Rome at the Ancient

Continue your journey through centuries of history at the

Roman Houses on the Celio

Basilica of San Clemente, an early Christian basilica in Rome

Hill: explore ancient

dedicated to Pope St. Clement, not far from the Colosseum.

your

journey

through

Approximately
3 hours

Tickets
needed

Not wheelchair
accessible

Kid-friendly
tour

Suggested
starting time:
9:30 / 15:00

Not available on
Tuesday and
on Wednesday

Standard Itinerary
Roman Houses on
the Celio Hill

Basilica of
San Clemente

Recommended Tour Extentions:
| Colosseum | Secret Keyhole on the Aventine Hill |

20 | Must Do

The Borghese Gallery

substantial part of the Borghese family’s collection of artwork,

incredible artists from the Renaissance.

which was started by the Cardinal Scipione Borghese in the

A knowledgeable private tour guide will accompany you during

Echoes of Opulence

1600.

this tour, be your story-teller and explain all the artwork you

Start this journey by discovering incredible masterpieces by the

will see.

Located within the Borghese Gardens, the Borghese Gallery is

greatest Italian artists and learn all about the Borghese Family,

Continue this tour discovering the Borghese

a real gem in the heart of Rome, a museum that houses a vast

which had a major role in the Roman history.

Gardens, a stunning natural setting

collection of paintings, sculptures and frescoes by masters such

Among the several wonders we can admire today inside

that houses beautiful fountains,

as Canova, Caravaggio and Bernini.

the museum there are Antonio Canova’s statue of Pauline

monuments, gardens and flora.

Once a stunning residence of the Borghese Family, today the

Borghesee, Lorenzo Bernini’s statue of Apollo and Dafne,

Borghese Gallery is an impressive museum that houses a

amazing paintings by Caravaggio and Tiziano and other

Approximately
3 hours

Tickets
needed

Partial access
for wheelchair

Kid-friendly
tour

Standard Itinerary
Piazza di Villa
Borghese

Borghese
Gallery

Borghese
Park

Recommended Tour Extentions:
| Cappuccini Friars Bones Crypt | Catacombs of Priscilla |

21 | Must Do

Suggested
starting time:
8:30 / 14:30

Not available
on Monday

Heart of Rome

Your adventure to discover the real heart of Rome will start in

charm and mystery. End your tour in Trastevere with its little,

the neighbourhood of Campo de’ Fiori, the area of the famous

cobblestone streets, its charming fountains and beautiful

flower market. Accompanied by your private tour guide, reach

churches, such as Santa Maria in Trastevere.

the Jewish Ghetto and let yourself be captured by the unique

This entertaining and informative tour will be led by an

Start your journey discovering the local traditions

atmosphere of this area full of history and beautiful spots.

exceptionally knowledgeable guide, who will show you hidden

of the Eternal City by touring the most

During your tour of the Jewish Ghetto we will see the Sinagoga

parts of the historic center and tell you about local traditions

picturesque areas of the city and

(Synagogue), an architectural masterpiece, from the outside

and culture.

Discovering Local Traditions

getting off the beaten path in
exchange of an exceptional
experience.

and the Fountain of the Turtles.
Cross the bridge to reach the other side of the Tiber River
and marvel at the beauty of the Tiber Island, a place full of
FREE

Approximately
3 hours

No tickets
needed

Wheelchair
accessible

Kid-friendly
tour

Suggested
starting time:
9:30 / 14:00

Available
every day

Tiber
Island

Trastevere

Standard Itinerary
Campo
deˈ Fiori

Jewish
Ghetto

Recommended Tour Extentions:
| Villa Farnesina | Castel Santˈ Angelo | Synagogue |
| Pizza Making | Handicraft Workshop | Gelato Class |

Add On:
| Vintage Vespa | 500 Fiat | Segway | Golf Cart |

22 | Must Do

SPECIAL VATICAN TOURS
hidden
treasures
Begin your journey to discover the treasures kept inside the Vatican Museums - let an expert and
entertaining guide show you exclusive and hidden areas full of masterpieces.
Discover artwork by great masters such as Raphael and Michelangelo.
Enjoy skip-the-line entrance to the museum. Get special access to see some of the rooms that are
usually closed to the general public,
such as the Niccolina Chapel and the
Bramante Staircase.
Enjoy semi-private access to the
Vatican Museums and take your time
in the Sistine Chapel to admire the
masterpiece by Michelangelo.

“Your Key
to Unlock the
beginning of History
and beginning of Art”

Choose to visit the Vatican Museum
privately with a special access during
closing hours.

23 | Special Vatican Tours

Vatican Under the Stars

Touring around the Vatican Museums, your private guide will

Apostolic Palace adapted for personal use by Pope Alexander

help focus your attention on the most important masterpieces,

VI, adorned with wonderful paintings and frescoes.

Friday night at the Vatican Museums

explaining everything you wish to know.

End this incredible tour inside the Sistine Chapel, where you

Among the many treasures you will find within are the Gallery

will see Michelangelo's famous frescoes The Creation of Adam

of Tapestries, the Gallery of Maps, adorned with detailed Italian

and The Last Judgment, before heading to the Vatican Library.

Meet your private guide to visit one of the most
beautiful museums in the world.

maps.

Spend your Friday night among amazing

Walk through the Raphael’s Rooms, the four papal rooms

paintings, sculptures, tapestries

famous for their frescoes painted by Raphael, one of the most

and artworks, and avoid
daytime crowds.

important evidence of the High Renaissance in Rome.
Discover the Borgia Apartments, a suite of rooms in the

Approximately
3 hours

Tickets
needed

Partial access
for wheelchair

Kid-friendly
tour

Suggested
starting time:
19:30

Available
only on Friday

Standard Itinerary
Vatican
Museums

Raphael's
Rooms

Borgia
Apartments

Vatican
Library

Sistine
Chapel

INCREASED RATE APPLIED

24 | Special Vatican Tours

Vatican Relax

such as Raphael and Michelangelo and discover the most secret

Apartments.

areas of the Vatican.

Continue to the Sistine Chapel and discover the details and the

A Day of Art and History

Walk down the galleries and enter inside the Pinacoteca,

hidden meaning behind the frescoes by Michelangelo.

a museum that houses impressive paintings, including

End your tour in the St. Peter’s Basilica and St. Peter’s

Take an entire day to enjoy the stunning Vatican Museums

Raphael's Madonna of Foligno, Giotto's Stefaneschi Triptych and

Square, designed by Bernini.

and see one of the greatest collections of artwork in the world.

Caravaggio's Entombment.

Enjoy a skip-the-line entrance accompanied by a private

Discover the Egyptian Museum, composed by nine rooms

guide and have easy access to this wealth of artistic and cultural

that house monuments and artefacts of ancient Egypt, partly

heritage.

coming from Rome and from Villa Adriana in Tivoli.

Dedicate an entire day to admire the masterpieces by masters

Marvel at artwork in Raphael’s Rooms and the Borgia’s

Approximately
5 hours

Suggested
starting time:
9:30

Tickets
needed

Partial access
for wheelchair

Standard Itinerary
Vatican
Museums

Pinacoteca

Egyptian
Museum

Raphael
Rooms

St. Peter's
Basilica

Recommended Tour Extentions:
| Crypt of the Popes | St. Peter's Dome | Pizza Making |
| Castel Sant' Angelo | Handicraft Workshop |
| Gelato Class |

25 | Special Vatican Tours

Sistine
Chapel

Not available
on Sunday.
Not recommended
on Wednesday

Art and Breakfast

take place outdoors, in the famous Pinecone Courtyard when

the famous Raphael’s Rooms.

the Vatican Museum is still closed to the rest of the public.

Follow your tour guide along your itinerary to the Sistine

Exclusive breakfast and early access to
the Vatican Museums

Follow your expert private guide through galleries full of artwork

Chapel. Marvel at the masterpieces by Michelangelo far away

and masterpieces: statues, painting, and tapestries are found

from the crowds.

throughout this maze of treasures.

Head inside St. Peter’s Basilica and admire the masterpiece by

Among the many treasures you will find within are the Gallery

Bernini, the Baldachin, and the Pietà by Michelangelo.

of Tapestries, and the Gallery of Maps, containing a series of

End in St. Peter’s Square and be stunned by the view of the

painted topographical maps of Italy.

Basilica from the outside.

Start your day at the Vatican Museums with a nice
breakfast in this exclusive setting and enjoy
early access to the galleries and the
Sistine Chapel.
Your lavish breakfast will

If you want to enjoy more of this impressive collection of
artwork stunning you can choose to extend your tour and visit

Approximately
5 hours

Tickets
needed

Partial access
for wheelchair

Starting time:
6:30

Not available
on Sunday.
Not recommended
on Wednesday

Standard Itinerary
Pinecone
Curtyard

Vatican
Museums

Sistine
Chapel

St. Peter's
Basilica

PREMIUM RATE APPLIED

Recommended Tour Extentions:
| Raphael Rooms and Borgia Apartments | Pinacoteca |
| Crypt of the Popes | St. Peter's Dome | Castel Sant' Angelo |
| Pizza Making |Handicraft Workshop | Gelato Class |

26 | Special Vatican Tours

Vatican Gardens

gardens and admire priceless artwork with meandering

Art and nature in the Pope’s gardens

Gaze at this giant labyrinth adorned by Lebanese Cedars to

The Vatican Gardens are incredibly vast, expanding across half

If you wish to continue your tour and see more of the wonders

of Vatican City and composed of over 25 hectares: the works of

housed in the Vatican City, you can extend your experience

the gardens were commissioned by Pope Julius II and designed

with a visit to the Vatican Museums, to St. Peter’s Basilica

by the architect Donato Bramante, also known for the famous

and its Dome, or to the Necropolis of the Via Triumphalis, a

staircase inside the Vatican Museums.

vast subterranean cemetery that has been recently found while

Enjoy an exclusive tour by a private guide inside the Pope’s

building a nearby parking lot.

Approximately
2 hours

Suggested
starting time:
9:30

Tickets
needed

pathways, fountains, colorful flowers and a Renaissance design.

Partial access
for wheelchair

Standard Itinerary
Vatican
Gardens
PREMIUM RATE APPLIED

Recommended Tour Extentions:
| Vatican Museums | Sistine Chapel | St. Peter's Basilica |
| St. Peter's Dome | Necropolis of the Via Triumphalis |

27 | Special Vatican Tours

catch all the details and hidden treasures within.

Not available
on Sunday and
on Wednesday

Early Morning Vatican Tour

tickets accompanied by your private guide who will show you

masterpiece by Bernini, the Baldachin, and the Michelangelo's

around galleries full of masterpieces.

Pietà.

Skip the line and beat the crowd

Walking through this maze of treasures, you will be stunned by

Head to St. Peter’s Square and be stunned by the view of the

Michelangelo's artwork, Raphael's frescoes, impressive statues

Basilica from the outside and discover the most hidden details

and paintings.

of the square designed by Bernini.

Avoid the crowd by entering one of the most visited
sites in Rome - the stunning Vatican Museums
- with

exclusive entrance in the early

morning.

During this informative and entertaining tour, you will be
among the firsts to visit the galleries of the Vatican Museums,
and once inside the Sistine Chapel you will be able to gaze at

Enjoy exclusive access to the

the frescoes by Michelangelo and admire the incredible details.

museum with special

End your itinerary in St. Peter’s Basilica and admire the

Approximately
3 ½ hours

Tickets
needed

Partial access
for wheelchair

Starting time:
7:30

Not available
on Sunday.
Not recommended
on Wednesday

Standard Itinerary
Vatican
Museums

Sistine
Chapel

Vatican
Galleries

St. Peter's
Basilica

PREMIUM RATE APPLIED

28 | Special Vatican Tours

Vatican Secret Rooms
The Niccolina Chapel and The Bramante
Staircase
The Vatican Museums will hold no secrets from you!
Start this private tour which includes special access to two
rooms closed to the rest of the public: the Niccolina Chapel
and the Bramante Staircase.
After visiting highlight such as the Gallery of Tapestries, the

Approximately
4 hours

Tickets
needed

Partial access
for wheelchair

Gallery of Maps, and the Raphael’s Rooms, you will enter the

Be stunned by the beautiful Sistine Chapel and admire the

stunning staircase designed by the architect Donato Bramante

golden decorations and the priceless frescoes.

and commissioned by Pope Julius II in 1512.

End your tour visiting St. Peter’s Basilica where we will

The Bramante Staircase was once an entrance to the Papal

find priceless artwork such as Michelangelo's Pietà and

apartments, built in 1512 to accommodate horses. During

Bernini's Baldachin.

your visit you will have time to admire the view of this helical

Enjoy an outside view of the Basilica from

stairway and listen to your tour guide, who will be your story-

St. Peter’s Square, and admire the

teller. Enter another secret room of the Vatican Museums, the

masterpiece designed by Bernini.

Niccolina Chapel, a private chapel of the Pope, and be stunned
by amazing frescoes.

Suggested
starting time:
9:30

Not available
on Sunday.
Not recommended
on Wednesday

Standard Itinerary
Vatican
Museums

Sistine
Chapel

Bramante
Staircase

Niccolina
Chapel

PREMIUM RATE APPLIED

Recommended Tour Extentions:
| St. Peter's Dome | Necropolis of the Via Triumphalis |
| Handicraft Workshop | Pizza Making | Gelato Class |

29 | Special Vatican Tours

St. Peter's
Basilica

St. Peter's
Square

The Niccolina Chapel
Beyond the classical path
Get off the beaten paths and enjoy special access to the

the impressive collection of artwork, and be stunned by

After learning all the stories about the highlights in the museum,

masterpieces by great artists.

enter the Niccolina Chapel, a private chapel of the Pope, with

Start your tour from the large entrance of the Vatican Museums

impressive frescoes by Fra’ Angelico and golden decorations

that was built in the year 2000, on the occasion of the Jubilee

brought by Christopher Columbus from his journeys.

year.
Follow your private, knowledgeable guide through a maze of

Vatican Museums.
Meet your private tour guide and skip the

artwork and learn interesting stories and anecdotes.

line to enter the Vatican Museums

This exclusive experience will include special access to one of

quickly and easily. Explore

the secret rooms generally closed to the rest of the public: the

galleries

that

house

Niccolina Chapel.

Approximately
4 hours

Tickets
needed

Partial access
for wheelchair

Suggested
starting time:
9:30

Not available
on Sunday.
Not recommended
on Wednesday

Standard Itinerary
Vatican
Museums

Niccolina
Chapel

Raphael's
Rooms

Sistine
Chapel

St. Peter's
Church

PREMIUM RATE APPLIED

Recommended Tour Extentions:
| St. Peter's Dome | Necropolis of the Via Triumphalis |
| Handicraft Workshop | Pizza Making | Gelato Class |

30 | Special Vatican Tours

Vatican Museums and
Necropolis of the Via Triumphalis

been recently found while building a nearby parking lot. This

Continue your tour inside the Vatican Museums. Accompanied

was the cemetery of ancient Roman pagans, of the common

by your tour guide you will discover impressive masterpieces by

people and the wealthy families of the middle Roman class, and

the greatest Italian artist.

A new discovery in the heart of the
Vatican

probably also of the first Christians.

Your tour will include a visit of the Sistine Chapel,

The excavations brought more than 1,000 tombs to life and

where you will be stunned by Michelangelo’s

Combine a tour of the Vatican Museums with an exclusive visit

are great way to experience the culture and life of the ancient

frescoes.

to the Necropolis of the Via Triumphalis, a new discovery in

Roman communities.

the heart of the Vatican City.

Start this tour underneath the Vatican City and follow the lead

Underneath the Vatican Hill, along the Triumphalis way, there

of an expert tour guide to learn about the Roman society and

is the Roman Necropolis. This vast subterranean cemetery has

the burial rituals.

Approximately
4 ½ hours

Suggested
starting time:
9:30

Tickets
needed

Not wheelchair
accessible

Standard Itinerary
Necropolis
of Via Trumphalis

Vatican
Museums

Sistine
Chapel

PREMIUM RATE APPLIED

Recommended Tour Extentions:
| Sistine Chapel | St. Peter's Basilica | Vatican Gardens |

31 | Special Vatican Tours

Not available
on Sunday.
Not recommended
on Wednesday

Exclusive Vatican Tour
Visit the Vatican after closing time

during an instructive and entertaining tour that will take

Torso del Belvedere and the Gallery of Tapestries.

place after closing time.

You’ll be able to enjoy the beauty of Raphael Rooms and the

Follow the lead of an expert private tour guide and explore the

Sistine Chapel easily and avoid the crowds.

galleries full of impressive artworks and masterpieces.
Inside the Vatican Museums, we will visit the superior galleries,

Take the chance to have one of the most
impressive museums in the world all to
yourself!

such as the Candelabri Gallery, the Arazzi Gallery, and the
Gallery of the Maps.
Embark on this after hours tour and discover the Octogonal

Exclusively

experience

Vatican

the

Museums

Court, and the Raphael Rooms.
This itinerary includes highlights such as the Lacoön group, the

Approximately
2 hours

Tickets
needed

Partial access
for wheelchair

Starting time:
18:00/ 19:00

Not available
on Sunday

Standard Itinerary
Vatican
Museums

Sistine
Chapel

PREMIUM RATE APPLIED

32 | Special Vatican Tours

Semi-Exclusive Vatican Tour

the doors to secret rooms, closed to the rest of the public.

Enjoy your exclusive access and marvel at the frescoes by

Start your adventure through the galleries of the Vatican

Michelangelo with no rush and avoid the crowds.

Secret rooms and private access to the
Sistine Chapel

Museums and be stunned by impressive artworks and

Enjoy a Semi-Exclusive Tour: visit the Vatican Museums during
opening hours and have the chance to see all the traditional
highlights as well as the Secret Rooms, closed to the general
public.
A guard of the Vatican Museums will be wating for us to open

Approximately
3 ½ hours

Tickets
needed

Partial access
for wheelchair

masterpieces by masters such as Raphael and Michelangelo.
Access exclusive rooms such as the Cabinet of Masks, the
Bramante Staircase, and the Niccolina Chapel, that features
impressive frescoes by Fra’ Angelico and golden decorations
brought by Christopher Columbus from his journeys.
Admire the frescoes by Raphael inside the so-called Raphael
Rooms before heading to the Sistine Chapel.

Starting time:
15:30

Not available
on Sunday.
Not recommended
on Wednesday

Standard Itinerary
Vatican
Museums

Niccolina
Chapel

Bramante
Staircase

PREMIUM RATE APPLIED

33 | Special Vatican Tours

Cabinet of
Masks

Raphael
Rooms

Cappella
Sistina

OUTSIDE ROME
art and nature
outside the city
Begin your journey and discover the surroundings of the Eternal City. Enjoy beautiful itineraries that
include a special mix of history, art and nature.
Accompanied by an expert guide, you will find out that just outside Rome there are amazing sites
with incredible historical and artistic value. The Tour of the Castelli Romani will lead you to discover
small Medieval towns, beautiful castles
and stunning landscapes. Discover the
remains of the Etruscan civilization
while touring the necropolis of Cerveteri
and Tarquinia. Travel back in time and
marvel at the stunning setting offered
by Hadrian’s Villa and Villa D’Este in

“Day trips,
charming countryside
and
colorful experiences”

Tivoli.
Walk down the ruins of an ancient
Roman city inside the archeological area
of Ancient Ostia.

34 | Outside Rome

Castelli Romani Tour

During the Middle Age, noble families such as the Orsini and the

End your outdoor day trip in the village of Frascati, the city of

Colonna chose the same setting to build their castles.

wines and villas, before heading back to the Eternal City.

Picturesque villages, art and good food

Along the centuries some of them were destroyed, while others

Leave Rome in your private vehicle and head out of the city to

Stop in the little town of Ariccia - famous for the so-called

the hills of the Castelli Romani.

“Fraschetta” restaurant, and look at the Chigi Palace designed

Enjoy the unique landscape offered by this area full of natural

by Bernini for Pope Alexander VII.

parks and lakes.

Reach Castel Gandolfo, the Pope’s summer residence, that

Thanks to its peculiar position, this area was chosen by the

comprises about 55 hectares of which make up an amazing

ancient Romans to build stunning villas.

garden.

were transformed to host the Popes’ families.

FREE

Approximately
7 hours

No tickets
needed

Wheelchair
accessible

Standard Itinerary
Frascati

Castel
Gandolfo

Ariccia

Recommended Tour Extentions:
| Wine tasting |

35 | Outside Rome

Kid-friendly
tour

Suggested
starting time:
9:30

Available
every day

Ancient Ostia

By stunned by the incredible well-preserved ruins of Ancient

Walking down the main street, the Decumanus Maximus,

Ostia founded in the 4th century BC.

you will see ancient houses, taverns, baths, groceries and

Habits and customs of the
Ancient Rome

Ostia was once one of the main Roman cities - inhabited by over

apartments. Marvel at intact mosaics and enjoy the view of the

100,000 people - thanks to its position and the presence of the

amphitheater.

Set off on a journey to explore the archeological site
of Ostia Antica and enjoy a unique tour by
an expert guide who will be your storyteller during this instructive and
entertaining experience.

harbour.
Today, this archeological area is one of the most impressive
sites ever found about ancient Rome and has nothing to envy
to the well-known area of Pompeii.
Follow the lead of your tour guide and discover how Rome’s
inhabitants lived nearly 2,000 years ago.

Starting from
4 hours

Tickets
needed

Partial access
for wheelchairs

Kid-friendly
tour

Suggested
starting time:
9:30

Not available
on Monday

Standard Itinerary
Ancient Ostia

36 | Outside Rome

Tivoli

Follow your private, entertaining guide and listen to stories

masterpiece adorned with beautiful gardens and fountains.

about the Emperor, who loved traveling.

Drawing inspiration from the nearby Hadrian's Villa, Villa d’Este

Ancient estates and natural landscapes

Marvel at the best preserved parts of the Villa, that comprise

features impressive technique of hydraulic engineering that had

pools and an artificial grotto. Admire the so called “Maritime

an enormous influence on European landscape design.

Take a day trip from Rome and head towards the nearby town of

Theater”, a round portico with a vault and pillars that form an

Tivoli to discover two UNESCO World Heritage Sites.

artificial pool.

The Emperor Hadrian chose Tivoli to build his personal estate

Follow the lead of your expert tour guide and reach your second

outside Rome, Hadrian’s Villa. Be stunned by this exotic palace

destination: Villa d’Este, the palace of the Cardinal Ippolito

adorned with impressive statues and decorations inspired by

d’Este, governor of Tivoli.

Hadrian’s journeys to Asia Minor and North Africa.

Built on the ruins of a Roman temple, the palace is a Renaissance

Starting from
6 hours

Kid-friendly
tour

Tickets
needed

Partial access
for weelchairs

Standard Itinerary
Hadrian's
Villa

37 | Outside Rome

Villa DˈEste

Suggested
starting time:
9:30

Not available
on Monday

Etruscan highlights of
Cerveteri
The Banditaccia Necropolis and
lunch in the town of Ceri
Learn about the fascinating Etruscan
civilization during an instructive
and entertaining tour of
the

Necropolis

of Cerveteri. Often referred to as “the city of the dead”, the

Stop for a tasty lunch of fresh local ingredients and try some

Necropolis of Cerveteri is an impressive cemetery that has been

new recipes.

planned with the same organization as a town.
Accompanied by an expert tour guide you will learn about the
burial habits and culture of the Etruscan civilization.
Explore tombs and enjoy an interactive tour which brings a
burial ritual to life thanks to audiovisual projections and virtual
reconstructions.
End your tour in the near town of Ceri and explore this Medieval
little village with small cobblestone alleys.

Starting from
5 hours

Tickets
needed

Not wheelchair
accessible

Kid-friendly
tour

Suggested
starting time:
9:30

Not available
on Monday

Standard Itinerary
Necropolis
of Cerveteri

Town
of Ceri

38 | Outside Rome

Etruscan highlights of
Tarquinia

number of treasures.

a small chamber with gabled roof. The painting depicts flying

The tombs are all cut in the rock and accessible via sloping or

birds and dolphins and scenes from the life of the Etruscan

stepped corridors. Most of them were made for a single couple

aristocracy.

and constitute one burial chamber.

The Monterozzi Necropolis

Explore ancient constructions, apartments and famous painted

Set off on a journey to discover the Etruscan civilization. Reach
the Necropolis of Tarquinia, a UNESCO World Heritage site
since 2004, and visit the archeological remains accompanied
by an expert guide who will show you around an incredible

tombs dated from the 7th century BC. Adorned with scenes of
human life that include hunters, fishermen, musicians, dancers,
jugglers and athletes, the painted tombs illustrate the wealth
and power of the occupants for whom they were built.
For instance, the 4th-century Tomb of the Lionesses consists of

Approximately
4 hours

Tickets
needed

Standard Itinerary
Necropolis
of Tarquinia

39 | Outside Rome

Not wheelchair
accessible

Kid-friendly
tour

Suggested
starting time:
9:30

Not available
on Monday

SPECIALS
special tours
of Rome
Set off and discover Specials Itineraries and places in Rome: these tours include exclusive sites and
surprising destinations.
Marvel at the wonderful rooms of Colonna Palace or follow an expert, entertaining tour guide inside
the secret apartments of Cornelia Costanza of Barberini Palace.
Discover

the

catacombs

of

San

Pancrazio, a small gem in the heart of
the Gianicolense neighborhood.
Don’t miss a historic and naturalistic
itinerary: discover the Tiber River’s
natural habitat from a boat and then
head to the archeological area of Ancient

“Discover oﬀ
the beaten paths
and enjoy
exclusive opening”

Ostia, where you will discover how
Romans actually lived approximately
2,000 years ago.

40 | Specials

Colonna Palace and
Doria Pamphilj Palace
The Roman Baroque Art
Start an exclusive experience and enjoy a
special opening to one of the most
ancient private palaces in Rome.
The Colonna Palace is a

real jewel of Baroque art in the historic city center.

exactly how they looked when the Princess was still alive.

The works to build the palace started in the 16th century and

Continue your tour with a visit to Doria Pamphilj Palace,

have lasted for over 5 centuries. This is the reason why today

famous for its beautiful inner courtyard and the elegant

Colonna Palace comprises several architectural styles.

Renaissance arches.

The story of the Colonna family has ancient origins too, and
dates back to the 12th century. An expert guide will tour you
through several rooms on the two floors of the palace and will
tell you tales and anecdotes about this important family.
On request, it will be possible to extend your tour with a special
access to Princess Isabella’s apartments, that are preserved

Approximately
3 hours

Tickets
needed

Wheelchair
accessible

Kid-friendly
tour

Suggested
starting time:
9:30

Not available
on Saturday
morning

Standard Itinerary
Colonna Palace

Doria Pamphilj
Palace

PREMIUM RATE APPLIED

Recommended Tour Extentions:
| Handicraft Workshop |

41 | Specials

Villa Medici
Among Cardinal Ferdinando’s wonders

and commissioned the architect Ammannati to build a palace

Basilica.

worthy of the glorious De’ Medici family.

End your tour enjoying an amazing view of the Eternal City.

The Villa, organized as a museum, features the Cardinal’s

Marvel at the beautiful Spanish Steps and enjoy a nice walk in

personal collection of artwork.

the historic center of the Eternal City.

Villa Medici is a stunning palace located in the

Start this exclusive visit with your private guide: marvel at

city center on the Pincio Hill, at the top of the

the facade, adorned by beautiful bas-relief, and be stunned by

Spanish Steps.

masterpieces by great artists.

Cardinal Ferdinando De’ Medici,

Take your time to explore the garden that, with its decorations

a great collector of artwork,

of ancient statues and reliefs, represents a beautiful example

bought the villa in 1576

of the renaissance style, that offers a superb view of St Peter's

Approximately
3 hours

Tickets
needed

Wheelchair
accessible

Suggested
starting time:
9:30

Not available
on Monday

Standard Itinerary
Villa Medici

Spanish
Steps

PREMIUM RATE APPLIED

Recommended Tour Extentions:
| Handicraft Workshop |

42 | Specials

Cornelia Costanza’ Secret
Apartments

Palace is certainly another splendid Roman palace worth

age, and it also exhibits some of the most interesting decorative

visiting for its collection of art.

pieces of art we can find in the museum.Learn the stories

Start an exclusive visit accompanied by a private guide and

and the anecdotes about the Barberini family and Cornelia

enjoy special access to secret rooms, closed to the rest of

Costanza, that married a member of the Colonna family

the public. Explore the Cornelia Costanza’s apartments full

to strengthen her power. End this special tour in the

of impressive treasures, priceless furniture, decorations and

Church of Sant’Andrea al Quirinale,, one of

The Barberini Palace houses today the National Gallery of

frescoes. Located at the third floor of the Barberini Palace,

the many projects designed by Bernini

Ancient Art, full of masterpieces, especially from the 16th and

these apartments were furnished by Cornelia Costanza herself

in Rome, and also an important

17th century. The collection comprises very different artwork by

in the second half of the century, using rare and precious

example of Roman Baroque

great artists such as Canova and Fornarina. Therefore, Barberini

decorations. This little jewel is the expression of the taste of the

architecture.

Access exclusive areas within Barberini
Palace

Approximately
3 hours

Tickets
needed

Not wheelchair
accessible

Standard Itinerary
Barberini
Palace

Church of Sant'Andrea
al Quirinale

PREMIUM RATE APPLIED

Recommended Tour Extentions:
| Handicraft Workshop |

43 | Specials

Suggested
starting time
9:30

Not available
on Saturday,
Sunday
and Monday

Visit to the Catacombs
of San Pancrazio

little gem hidden underneath our feet in the neighborhood of

his uncle Dionysus and was decapitated in 304 after refusing to

Gianicolense, the Catacombs of San Pancrazio.

sacrifice to gods. His body was abandoned and found by the

Start this journey accompanied by an expert, entertaining

Christian matrona Ottavilla, who buried him in the graveyard.

tour guide to discover stories and experiences of the first

The Catacomb of San Pancrazio became a place of pilgrimage

Christian communities in Rome. The charming Basilica of San

during the Middle Ages. Ancient sources say that among the

Pancrazio will open its doors to us: after visiting the church

martyrs buried inside the catacombs there is also Sophia and

Just a short walking distance from the

and learning about its history, we will enter the subterranean

her three daughters Faith, Hope and Charity, who rest in the so-

beautiful view of the Janiculum

world and exclusively visit the catacombs. During this exciting

called cubicle of St. Sophia.

Hill,
Hill there is an underground

experience you will learn stories about the first Martyrs and

End this tour with a pleasant walk through the charming

world to discover. A

especially about Pancras from Phrygia, who came to Rome with

neighbourhood of Trastevere.

An exclusive journey through the
hidden Rome

FREE

Approximately
3 hours

No tickets
needed

Not wheelchair
accessible

Kid-friendly
tour

Suggested
starting time:
9:30

Not available
on Tuesday,
Wednesday
and Thursday

Standard Itinerary
Catacombs
of San Pancrazio

Janiculum Hill

Trastevere

PREMIUM RATE APPLIED

Recommended Tour Extentions:
| Handicraft Workshop |

44 | Specials

Boat Sightseeing
to Ancient Ostia
Discovering the Tiber River and the
Scavi

Tiberinus, who was celebrated on December 8th.

streets of this ancient Roman city and discover apartments,

Set off on an entertaining tour, a boat sightseeing, during which

taverns, shops and also an amphitheater. Marvel at beautiful

you will explore the ecosystem of the river, and in the meantime

frescoes and still intact mosaics.

learn legends and anecdotes.
Discover the diverse species of fish, birds and plants that live in
this habitat.

The Tiber river has been the soul of the city of Rome since its

Accompanied by your tour guide you will enjoy a natural and

foundation, described even in the legend of Romulus and

historic itinerary that will lead you to the archeological site of

Remus, who were abandoned in its stream.

Ancient Ostia.

Ancient Romans regarded the Tiber river as a God, the Pater

After a short bus ride you will reach the Scavi. Walk through the

Approximately
6 hours

Suggested
starting time:
9:30

Tickets
needed

Partial access
for wheelchairs

Standard Itinerary
Boat sightseeing

Ancient
Ostia

PREMIUM RATE APPLIED

Recommended Tour Extentions:
| Handicraft Workshop |

45 | Specials

Not available
on Monday

Secret Rome

private tour guide and reach the heart of Trastevere. Nearby

by cardinals and the Pope’s physicians. This is the reason why

the beautiful Church of Santa Maria della Scala we will find

the pharmacy was also known as the “Pope's’ Pharmacy”.

The Ancient Pope’s Pharmacy, the
Courtyard of Palazzo Mattei and the
Biblioteca Angelica

the so-called Spezieria, one of the most ancient drugstores in

Continue this tour to discover the Secret Rome at the Loggia

Rome, that will open just for us. The pharmacy is located at the

of Palazzo Mattei di Giove, where you will visit the beautiful

first floor of a convent. This small jewel features the original

courtyard from the 17th century, that is adorned with fountains

laboratory. The space is adorned with beautiful furniture of the

and statues.

18th century. Marvel at the impressive shelves, windows, and

End your tour discovering another hidden jewel of the Eternal

the original counter. The Spezieria was originally built for the

City, the Biblioteca Angelica, or Angelica Library, established

friars, who needed to cultivate medicinal plant. By the end of

in 1604 and located in Sant’Agostino Square, that holds about

the 17th century, it opened to the public and was also attended

180,000 volumes of manuscripts.

Embark on a private tour to discover off the
beaten track and hidden places in the
Eternal City.
Follow the lead of your

Approximately
3 hours

Tickets
needed

Partial access
for wheelchairs

Suggested
starting time:
9:30

Not available
on Sunday

Standard Itinerary
Pope's
Pharmacy

Loggia of
Palazzo Mattei

Ancelica
Library

PREMIUM RATE APPLIED

Recommended Tour Extentions:
| Handicraft Workshop |

46 | Specials

Oratorio del Gonfalone
and Villa Farnesina
Art and beauty of the 16th century
The Oratorio del Gonfalone, also called the Oratory of the
Banner, is an ancient building founded in 1264. Between 1569
–1576 a team of Mannerist painters were recruited to complete
wall fresco decorations of scenes of the Passion. Prominent

Approximately
3 hours

Tickets
needed

Partial access
for wheelchairs

Standard Itinerary
Oratory
of the Banner

Ponte Sisto

PREMIUM RATE APPLIED

Recommended Tour Extentions:
| Handicraft Workshop | Angelican Library |

47 | Specials

Villa Farnesina

artists, such as Livio Agresti, Federico Zuccari and Cesare

reach your next destination, Villa Farnesina. This stunning

Nebbia, collaborate to create this elaborate artwork, that has

palace, regarded as one the masterpiece of the Italian

been referred to as the Sistine Chapel of Mannerism.

Renaissance, features impressive pictorial decorations and

Accompanied by your private, knowledgeable tour guide, you

architectural elements. Be stunned by incredible frescoes

will enjoy exclusive access to this jewel.

by masters such as Raphael, Sebastiano del Piombo

After visiting the Oratory, continue your tour to Villa Farnesina.

and Baldassare Peruzzi. Listen to your guide,

On our way we will be crossing Ponte Sisto, commissioned by

who will be your story-teller during this

Pope Sixtus IV. Admire the famous circular “oculus”, the "eye"

visit and unveil the secrets of the

that indicatet the level of the river to prevent flood.

famous Psyche and Cupid

Enjoy a pleasant walk through alleys of the Eternal City and

Loggia.

Suggested
starting time:
9:30

Not available
on Sunday

EXPERIENCES
different sides of
the Eternal City
Be the active protagonist of unique experiences in the Eternal City: learn local culinary traditions and
try the most delicious dishes of the Roman cuisine during leisure activities.
Follow an entertaining tour guide to experience the most charming and picturesque areas of the city
from a completely different point of view. Discover the history of Rome, its beautiful monuments,
fountains and squares through typical
dishes, local markets and its culinary
traditions.
Follow an entertaining, foodie tour guide
to the places where Romans love to eat.
Learn the secrets behind a perfectlycooked Italian pizza or pasta with the

“Follow an entertaining
foodie tour guide
to the places where
Romans love to eat”

help of a chef, and try new dishes and
recipes cooking with an authentic Italian
family.

48 | Experiences

Evening Food and
Wine Tasting

you unveil the delights of Italian food and wine and enjoy a
pleasant walk through the charming areas of Campo De’ Fiori,
of the Jewish Ghetto and Trastevere.
During this experience you will visit local “enoteca” (wine bars)

In vino veritas

to discover local wines, food, and learn about the history of

Immerse yourself in the authentic Italian wine and food culture

Rome thanks to a local, expert guide.

to learn how to select the right bottle of Italian wine for any

You will enjoy unique varieties of Italian wine and discover the

occasion.

Norcia art of creating pork delicacies in a family shop that has

Test the Roman proverb “In Vino Veritas'' (In Wine, Truth) as

been a Roman landmark since 1890.
Enjoy unique cheeses a variety of "antipasti" (appetizers) paired

FREE

Approximately
3 hours

No tickets
needed

Wheelchair
accessible

Standard Itinerary
Campo
deˈ Fiori

Trastevere

Jawish
Ghetto

INCREASED RATE WITH SUPPLEMENTARY FEE

49 | Experiences

Suggested
starting time:
18:00

Not available
on Sunday
and on Monday

with wines selected for you from over 1,000 varieties.

Morning Food Tour

visit the best food spots in town and meet real “food artisans”,

pastries and “pizza al taglio” (sliced pizza) with typical Roman

taste local products and learn about the historical and cultural

ingredients.

origins.

Discover the differences between pasta Carbonara, Cacio

Start a pleasant walk through the picturesque neighbourhood

e Pepe and Amatriciana, the most famous dishes of Rome's

Experience a real part of Rome, get off the tourist

of Campo de’ Fiori, of the Jewish Ghetto and of Trastevere,

''cucina povera''. Save room for an authentic artisanal gelato

track and enjoy an itinerary full of delicious

enjoying the view of beautiful piazzas, fountains and buildings.

topped with the famous Italian whipped cream.

Local markets and traditional recipes

Visit one of the most famous markets in the city in Campo de’

food stops.
Accompanied by a local and
expert tour guide you will

Fiori, where you will have the chance to discover and taste
delicious local products.
Stop at one of the oldest bakeries in Rome and try some local

FREE

Approximately
3 hours

No tickets
needed

Wheelchair
accessible

Kid-friendly
tour

Suggested
starting time::
10:00

Not available
on Sunday

Standard Itinerary
Campo
deˈ Fiori

Trastevere

Jewish
Ghetto

SUPPLEMENTARY FEE APPLIED

50 | Experiences

Pizza Baking and
Pasta Cooking
Season and bake your own pizza and
learn 2 typical Roman pasta recipes

Meet your private tour guide and reach together a historical

heart of the City Center before reaching your next destination:

Roman pizzeria in the heart of the Eternal City. Accompanied

a typical Roman trattoria, where a professional cook will be

by your entertaining tour guide and with the help of a master of

waiting for you to unveil two pasta recipes from the Roman

pizza, you will learn how many kinds of pasta exist: season your

culinary tradition.

own pizza with healthy and tasty ingredients and learn the tricks

Forget the spoon and learn to eat the spaghetti Italian-

behind a wood-fired oven cooking technique.

style!

Live an incredible experience characterized by good food and

Discover the methods to stretch your pizza to make a thin or

cuisine!

thick crust.

Don’t miss the chance to discover the secrets of some specialties

End your experience eating the pizza you have prepared.

typical of the Roman food tradition.

Let your private tour guide lead you into a pleasant stroll in the

FREE

Approximately
4 hours

No tickets
needed

Partial access
for wheelchairs

Kid-friendly
tour

Standard Itinerary
Pizza
Making

Navona
Square

Chiostro del
Bramante

SUPPLEMENTARY FEE APPLIED

Recommended Tour Extentions:
| Wine Tasting | Local Market Food Tasting | Gelato Class |

51 | Experiences

Pasta
Cooking

Suggested
starting time:
11:00 / 18:00

Not recommended
on Sunday

Jogging Tour
Combine your daily workout routine
with a guided tour
Don’t give up your healthy workout routine
during your stay in Rome! The Eternal
City offers a unique setting to
exercise

and

do

light

running.

and the ancient ruins.

Follow your tour guide for a nice jogging session through the

See the most charming piazzas and fountains such as Piazza

beautiful streets of Rome and marvel at the highlights you will

Navona, Piazza del Popolo, Trevi Fountain, Campo de’ Fiori

see on your way.

and the famous Spanish Steps.

This itinerary of almost 10km will include the most significant
attractions in Rome which will be explained by your expert tour
guide.
Start your jogging tour: marvel at the Colosseum, continue
running along the Tiber river and reach the Pantheon.
Head to the Jewish Ghetto and admire the beautiful Sinagoga
FREE

Approximately
2 hours

No tickets
needed

Suggested
starting time:
7:30

Available
everyday

Standard Itinerary
Colosseum Pantheon

Campo
deˈ Fiori

Jewish
Ghetto

Navona
Square

Piazza di Piazza del
Spagna
Popolo

PREMIUM RATE APPLIED

52 | Experiences

Cooking Experience with
an Italian Family

Live an an authentic Italian experience, in a cozy and lovely

Take some time to relax while you taste a refreshing drink and

venue.

delicacies.

Start this experience at the market , where you will discover

Learn to make the most famous Italian dessert, Tiramisù, and

delicacies and local specialties.

then enjoy your lunch with the family.

Meet an Italian family and cook like an
Italian

Accompanied by english-speaking chefs, you will meet vendors

Embark on an entertaining, private experience to discover the

for fresh ingredients and products, before heading to the

secrets behind the Italian cusine.

house, where you will start to your cooking experience.

Join a cooking class and meet an Italian chef in a cozy

Learn to prepare typical Roman dishes. Try delicious pasta and

neighbourhood of the Eternal City.

meat recipes.

who will be more than glad to let you try their delicacies. Shop

FREE

Approximately
5 ½ hours

No tickets
needed

Standard Itinerary
Cooking
Experience

53 | Experiences

Partial access
for wheelchairs

Kid-friendly
tour

Starting time:
10:00

Available
everyday

Cook with an Italian Family
plus your lovely Tour Guide
Cook the Italian way and listen
to entertaining stories
Be part of an exceptional cooking
experience, and learn, during
a private class, to prepare

traditional Italian recipes.

to tell you about the origin of many products and how they have

Accompanied by your private, entertaining tour guide,

become part of the Italian food culture.

comfortably reach by taxi your destination.

Try fresh ingredients and food, such as newly-baked bread,

Along with your private tour guide you will meet an amazing

cured meat, cheeses, and olives.

chef, ready to unveil the secrets behind delicious typical Roman

After shopping at the market, start your cooking experience.

dishes.

Learn typical Roman pasta and meat recipes, and to prepare

Head to the local market and shop for fresh and high-quality

tasty desserts, such as the real Tiramisù recipe.

ingredients that you will be using during your cooking
experience.
Your private tour guide and english- speaking chef will be glad
FREE

Approximately
5 ½ hours

No tickets
needed

Partial access
for wheelchairs

Kid-friendly
tour

Suggested
starting time:
9:30

Available
everyday

Standard Itinerary
Cooking
Experience

54 | Experiences

Pizza and Gelato Class
Learn the secrets behind two well known
Italian foods

in Rome and meet the chef, who will teach you the main

people prepare the famous gelato.

techniques to bake a pizza according to the traditional Italian

Make your own ice cream following the traditional Italian

recipe. Season your own pizza with delicious, fresh ingredients

techniques and recipes and enjoy it with your family.

and put it in a wood-fired oven for a perfect cooking. Enjoy the
pizza you’ve prepared with your family and friends, accompanied

Start an entertaining experience, suitable for the whole family.

by a soft drink.

Kids and foodies will especially love this experience, during which

Enjoy a short walk in the city center before heading to your gelato

you will discover the secrets behind the best Italian dessert, the

class. Reach a typical roman “gelateria”, an artisanal workshop

gelato, and to prepare and bake a pizza.

that has recently been renovated.

Accompanied by your private guide, head to a historical trattoria

Engage in a funny, entertaining activity and learn how Italian

FREE

Approximately
3 hours

No tickets
needed

Standard Itinerary
Gelato
Class

Pizza
Class

SUPPLEMENTARY FEE APPLIED

Recommended Tour Extentions:
| Handicraft Workshop |

55 | Experiences

Partial access
for wheelchairs

Kid-friendly
tour

Suggested
starting time:
15:30

Not recommended
on Sunday

Veggie food tour in
Rione Monti
Slow-food tasting in one
of the most charming
neighborhoods in Rome
This tour is dedicated to all those
travelers who wish to discover
the most hidden and

lesser known corners of the Eternal City, and to slow food

the secrets behind the real “Rosetta Sandwich”, a typical roman

passionates who wish to taste organic and veggie Italian food.

bread, which you can stuff with fresh and healthy ingredients.

Get off the beaten path and follow the lead of your

Enjoy a walk through the picturesque via del Boschetto, and

expert, entertaining guide to unveil the most picturesque

reach your next destination, a pasta shop, where you can taste

neighborhoods of the city and local culinary traditions.

every kind of pasta!

Along this fascinating itinerary we will discover a unique small

End your slow food tasting with a gelato. Take your time to

shop in the heart of Rione Monti, that grows herbs and serves

choose among amazing, different flavors and don’t forget to

healthy freshly made juices of carrots, beets, greens and more

top your ice cream with delicious whipped cream, the famous

along with food.

Italian panna!

Follow the lead of your foodie, entertaining tour guide and learn
FREE

Approximately
3 hours

No tickets
needed

Partial access
for wheelchairs

Kid-friendly
tour

Suggested
starting time:
18:00

Not available
on Monday

Standard Itinerary
Rione Monti

Via dei Fori
Imperiali

SUPPLEMENTARY FEE APPLIED

56 | Experiences

ROME ON WHEELS
Rome on two
and four wheels
There are many different ways to discover the Eternal City. A Vintage Vespa, a Fiat 500 car, a golf
cart or a segway are all entertaining alternatives to a walking tour to discover the city of Rome.
Get onboard your favorite vehicle and start a tour through the streets of the city.
Admire beautiful fountains and squares, be stunned by ancient monuments and visit picturesque
alleys and streets accompanied by an
expert tour guide or an entertaining
driver that will unveil tales and
anecdotes behind every attraction.

“Discover
entertaining alternatives
to a walking tour to discover
the city of Rome”

57 | Rome on Wheels

Vintage Vespa Tour

and design.

of the city: the Colosseum, the Arch of Constantine and the

This tour is the perfect choice if you want to enjoy the

keyhole view of St. Peter’s on the Aventine Hill; you’ll see the

With a driver on your vintage Vespa

monuments, the squares and streets of the city from a different

picturesque Jewish Ghetto, Navona Square and the area of

Journey through the centuries to discover the city of

perspective. On your Vespa you will feel like a real Roman and

Campo De’ Fiori. Admire St. Peter’s Square and the Basilica

Rome. Get onboard your vintage Vespa, one of

see the city as the locals do. Accompanied by your expert,

from the outside, and be stunned by the panoramic view from

the symbols of post-war Italy, known and

entertaining driver you'll learn the history of the sights you'll

the Janiculum hill!

recognized all over the world, and

encounter during this incredible experience. Your itinerary will

a synonym of Italian style

bring you to some of the most fascinating and hidden spots

FREE

Approximately
3 hours

No tickets
needed

Kid-friendly
tour

Suggested
starting time:
9:30

Available
everyday

Standard Itinerary
Piazza della Colosseum Aventine
Bocca
Repubblica
Hill
della Verità

Janiculum

Jewish
Ghetto

Campo
deˈFiori

St. Peter's
Square

Piazza
Venezia
SUPPLEMENTARY FEE APPLIED

58 | Rome on Wheels

Rome Golf Cart Tour

Set off to admire the most significant sights of the Eternal

and squares of Rome. Learn the history of the Italian Capital in

City, such as the Spanish Steps, the Trevi Fountain and the

an easy, entertaining way, and listen to stories and anecdotes

Rome on four wheels

Pantheon, as well as hidden gems such as the Church of

about great Italian artists.

Discover a new way to tour Rome’s historical center. Get
onboard your golf cart and discover a unique alternative to a

Trinità dei Monti in the rione Campo Marzio.
Be stunned by the Fountain of the Four Rivers in Navona
Square, one of the most beautiful masterpieces by Bernini

walking tour in Rome.
Make yourself comfortable while your private driver and guide

in the Eternal City. Listen to your tour guide, who will be your
story-teller during this tour to discover the major fountains

accompany you during this 3 - hour tour.

FREE

Approximately
3 hours

No tickets
needed

Wheelchair
accessible

Kid-friendly
tour

Standard Itinerary
Spanish
Steps

Church of
Trinità dei
Monti

Via dei
Condotti

Trevi
Fountain

SUPPLEMENTARY FEE APPLIED

59 | Rome on Wheels

Pantheon

Navona
Square

Suggested
starting time:
9:30

Available
everyday

Rome by Vintage Fiat 500
Grand Tour of Rome aboard a classic car
Meet your private driver and get onboard a Vintage
Fiat 500 to tour the Eternal City in a unique

rapidly becoming a worldwide symbol of Italian design and

stop to take some incredible pictures of your time in Rome.

style. Your friendly, expert driver will be ready to lead you

Head to Trastevere and enjoy a ride through typical Roman

during this 4 - hour tour, and to show you the most important

alleys. Reach the Janiculum hill: stop to admire the beautiful

attractions in Rome. See the remains of the ancient Rome and

landscape and the city skyline.

marvel at the Colosseum and the Arch of Constantine.
Go on to discover the charming Garden of Oranges on the

way.
This classic car had its boom in
Italy during the 1950s,

Aventine Hill, and discover a unique view of St. Peter's
through the Secret Keyhole. There will be plenty of time to

FREE

Approximately
3 hours

No tickets
needed

Kid-friendly
tour

Suggested
starting time:
9:00

Available
on Saturday
morning and
on Sunday

Standard Itinerary
Colosseum

Arch of
Garden of
Constantine Oranges

Piramide

Secret
Keyhole

Testaccio

Trastevere

Janiculum

SUPPLEMENTARY FEE APPLIED

60 | Rome on Wheels

Rome Bike Tour

the lead of an expert guide, who will show you the most

and the area of Campo de’ Fiori. Nearby you will see

charming areas of the historical center.

Piazza Farnese and admire the exterior of the Farnese

Ride your bicycle through the Eternal City

This itinerary will include the most significant

Palace,, which is a real architectural masterpiece.

If you enjoy cycling, then the Rome Bike Tour won’t leave

monuments, plus some hidden squares and alleys.

Ride your bike through cobblestone alleys and

you disappointed. Indeed riding a bike is one of the

Cross the green setting of Villa Borghese and reach

charming streets of Trastevere,, before

easiest and most fun ways to see the many attractions

the main piazzas and squares: Piazza del Popolo, the

ending your tour in Piazza del

and hidden gems of Rome.

Spanish Steps and the Trevi Fountain.

Campidoglio.

Enjoy the best of Rome on a 3 - hour bike tour and follow

Continue your leisure activity and head to the Pantheon

FREE

Approximately
3 hours

No tickets
needed

Kid-friendly
tour

Suggested
starting time:
9:30

Standard Itinerary
Spanish
Steps

Piazza
del Popolo

Trastevere

Trevi
Fountain

Pantheon Campo de'
Fiori

Piazza
del
Campidoglio

SUPPLEMENTARY FEE APPLIED

61 | Rome on Wheels

Piazza
Farnese

Available
every day

Rome Segway Tour
Rome sightseeing by Segway
Discover a new, entertaining way to visit Rome and
its beautiful monuments, on the two-wheeled
electric Segway.

When you are ready, start your tour to discover the highlights

the Fountain of the Turtles.

of the Eternal City: drive down Piazza del Popolo and head to

End your “Segway adventure” in Piazza del Campidoglio,

the Spanish Steps. Here you’ll see the famous Fontana della

where you will get a stunning view of Rome.

Barcaccia by Gianlorenzo Bernini.
Reach the Trevi Fountain, the Pantheon and Navona Square
with Bernini’s famous Fountain of the Four Rivers.
Drive across the area of Campo de’ Fiori, where you’ll enjoy

Get onboard and start a short
training session to get familiar
with your segway.

a nice ride through cobblestone alleys and small, picturesque
streets.
During this itinerary you’ll see the charming Piazza Mattei with
FREE

Approximately
3 hours

No tickets
needed

Kid-friendly
tour

Suggested
starting time:
9:30

Available
everyday

Standard Itinerary
Piazza
Piazza
Trevi
del Popolo di Spagna Fountain

Pantheon

Campo
deˈFiori

Piazza
Mattei

Piazza del
Campidoglio

SUPPLEMENTARY FEE APPLIED

Recommended Tour Extentions:
| Colosseum | Imperial Forums |

62 | Rome on Wheels

THEMATIC TOURS
in the footsteps of
ancient and modern history
Set off to discover the city of Rome following in the footsteps of great historical figures, including
Julius Caesar and St. Paul, or the one’s of great Italian masters such as Caravaggio, Bernini and
Michelangelo.
These personalities all significantly influenced the history of Rome. By following their steps, you
will have the chance to see several
attractions from a unique point of view.
Explore

museums

with

ancient

collections if you love ancient art, or
discover unique masterpieces of modern
art in one of the many great galleries in
Rome.

“Embark on
thematic tours
in the footsteps of
great historical ﬁgures”

63 | Thematic Tours

In the footsteps
of Michelangelo
In the heart of the
Italian Renaissance

an incredible sculptor and architect.

Vincoli, known as St. Peter’s in Chains, the church that houses

Accompanied by an expert guide we will explore his

the shrine of Giulio II and Michelangelo’s famous sculpture, the

masterpieces dispersed throughout Rome, and learn the history

Moses. Strolling through Rome’s historic center we will reach

and interesting anecdotes about Michelangelo’s life.

Piazza del Campidoglio, a piazza with a unique perspective

Start your tour from Porta Pia: this door was one of the lasts

designed by the artist. Head to the Basilica di Santa Maria

works by Michelangelo. Reach your second destination, the

Sopra la Minerva where you will see the Cristo della Minerva,

Set off on a journey to discover the Eternal

Basilica of Santa Maria degli Angeli, where Michelangelo’s

also known as the Risen Christ, up close and personal.

City, and follow in the footsteps of

reorganization of an ancient bathhouse into a church is

End your tour on the footsteps of Michelangelo with a visit to

regarded a real masterpiece.

Piazza Farnese, a piazza dominated by the impressive Farnese

Walk down cobblestone streets and reach San Pietro in

Palace.

Michelangelo, who was not
just a painter, but also

FREE

Starting from
3 ½ hours

No tickets
needed

Not
recommended

Suggested
starting time:
9:30 / 14:00

Not available
on Sunday

Standard Itinerary
Porta Pia

Santa
M. sopra la
Minerva

Santa
M. degli Angeli

St Peter in
Chains

Piazza
del
Campidoglio

Piazza
Farnese

64 | Thematic Tours

Rome in the Movies

most famous movies that have been shot in Rome over the last

The artistic genius of Woody Allen will lead us to the Spanish

60 years.

Steps and Piazza Venezia as seen in the movie To Rome with

Experience the sets from your favourite
movies

Accompanied by your guide follow the steps of stars such as

Love.

Gregory Peck, Audrey Hepburn and Julia Roberts. You will

Head to the Circo Massimo, seen in the masterpiece Ben-

Your enjoyment of Rome’s treasures will certainly be enhanced

discover itineraries with stunning squares, fountains and

Hur. Marvel at Navona Square,, one of the main

by your knowledgeable and passionate guide, while Rome's

monuments.

sets in Eat, Pray, Love starring Julia Roberts.

striking scenery and the drama of the movies will make your

Marvel at the eternal beauty of the Trevi Fountain, which

Eventually Angels and Demons,, the

heart race.

charm was immortalized in La Dolce Vita and the scene with

movie inspired by Dan Brown’s

Discover the marvels of the Eternal City through scenes from the

Anita Ekberg. Head to the Mouth of Truth, one of the main sets

bestseller, will guide us to

from the movie Roman Holiday.

the Pantheon.

FREE

Starting from
4 hours

No tickets
needed

Wheelchair
accessible

Kid-friendly
tour

Suggested
starting time:
9:30 / 14:00

Standard Itinerary
Spanish
Steps

Trevi
Fountain

Navona
Square

Pantheon

PREMIUM RATE APPLIED

Recommended Tour Extentions:
| Colosseum |

Add On:

| Segway | Golf Cart |

65 | Thematic Tours

Mouth of
Truth

Piazza
Venezia

Circo
Massimo

Available
everyday

In the footsteps
of Caravaggio

Caravaggio.

Head to your next destination, the Church of San Luigi dei

Accompanied by your expert, entertaining guide you will

Francesi, located between the Pantheon and Navona Square:

discover all the places where Caravaggio’s masterpieces are

admire paintings representing stories from the life of St.

kept. Marvel at stunning paintings, discover beautiful churches,

Matthew, housed inside the famous Contarelli Chapel.

and learn the most interesting stories and anecdotes about

End your experience in the Church of St. Augustine, one of the

Caravaggio’s troubled life.

most important from the Italian Renaissance, which houses the

Intended for Baroque art enthusiasts,

Start your tour with a visit of the Church of Santa Maria del

beautiful Madonna of Loreto.

this tour will show you a number of

Popolo, where you can admire two Caravaggio’s works:

interesting sights by following

The Conversion of St. Paul on the Way to Damascus and the

The most controversial painter of the
17th century

in the footsteps of

Crucifixion of St. Peter.
FREE

Starting from
3 hours

No tickets
needed

Not wheelchair
accessible

Suggested
starting time:
9:30 / 14:00

Not available
on Sunday
and on Thursday
afternoon

Standard Itinerary
Chiesa di S. Maria
del Popolo

Chiesa di S.Luigi
dei Francesi

Chiesa di
SantˈAgostino

66 | Thematic Tours

In the footsteps of Bernini

Start from the Church of Santa Maria della Vittoria, where

Bernini’s architectural plans for the churches of Santa Maria

you will see the famous statue of the Ecstasy of St. Maria Teresa.

del Popolo, Santa Maria di Montesanto and Santa Maria dei

Masterpieces of the Baroque Art

Stroll around the historical center and reach Piazza Barberini,

Miracoli.

where you can admire the Triton Fountain and the Fountain of

End your tour with the view of the Bridge of Castel

the Bees.

Sant’Angelo. Admire the statues of the Angels

Head to the Basilica of Sant’Andrea that houses the two

holding the instruments of the Passion.

Follow in the footsteps of Gian Lorenzo Bernini, one of the
greatest artists of the Baroque period and in the history of Rome.
The works of this incredible sculptor, architect and painter are
disseminated almost everywhere around Rome.

monumental Statues of the Angels by Bernini. Continue your
experience in Piazza del Popolo, dominated by the north

Set off on a tour with a private guide to discover Bernini’s
impressive masterpieces.

gate of the Aurelian Wall, the inner facade of which designed
by Bernini for Pope Alessandro VII. Here you will also marvel at

FREE

Starting from
3 hours

No tickets
needed

Wheelchair
accessible

Kid-friendly
tour

Standard Itinerary
Santa
Maria della
Vittoria

Piazza
Barberini

S. Andrea
delle Fratte

Piazza del
Popolo

Bridge of
Castel
Santˈ Angelo

Recommended Tour Extentions:
| St. Peter's Square | Piazza di Spagna | Pantheon | Borghese Gallery |

67 | Thematic Tours

Suggested
starting time:
9:30 / 14:00

Not available
on Sunday

In the footsteps of St. Paul

life. Start your tour from the Basilica of San Paolo Fuori le

most ancient prison in Rome, where the Apostles St. Paul and

Mura, a church filled with a sacred atmosphere that houses his

St. Peter were imprisoned for 9 months and where, according

The History and Life of the Apostle of the
Gentiles

shrine.

to legend, they miraculously made water appear to baptize the

St. Paul came to Rome in 61 A.C: at that time the Roman court

guardians.

Take a tour that follows in the footsteps of St. Paul,

sentenced him to death for professing his creed. The sentence

the Apostle of the Gentiles, who came to Rome

took place in the Palude Salvia. During this tour you will visit

to spread Christianity.
Accompanied by an expert guide
you will visit the places
connected to St. Paul’s

the place of the martyrdom of St. Paul, the Abbazia delle Tre
Fontane, today a quiet and peaceful monastery in the heart of
Rome.
The last stop of your tour will be the Carcere Mamertino, the

Starting from
3 ½ hours

Tickets
needed

Wheelchair
accessible

Kid-friendly
tour

Suggested
starting time:
9:30 / 14:00

Not available
on Sunday

Standard Itinerary
Basilica of San
Paolo fuori le Mura

Abbazia delle Tre
Fontane

Carcere
Mamertino
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In the footsteps of Julius
Caesar

during this fascinating itinerary following Julius Caesar’s life,

Republican era temples are preserved next to the remains of

from the conquest of Rome to the time of his death.

Pompey's Theatre.

During this tour you will have the chance to visit some of the

Follow your tour guide to the Porticus of Octavia, built by

The conspiracy that changed history

most significant places and attractions in the Eternal City.

Augustus in name of her sister, located in the charming

Explore the the Roman Forums, the political and business

Jewish Ghetto.

center of the Ancient Rome, where Julius Caesar’s body was

Discover the site of the conspiracy that ended

cremated for all the Roman public to see.

with the murder of Julius Caesar and

Visit Teatro Marcello from the outside and be stunned by this

learn the most important facts

well-preserved theater that was built by Augustus. Continue

about Roman history and

to the ruins of Largo Argentina, where the remains of four

ancient politics.

Embark on a journey through Ancient Rome and follow in the
steps of Gaio Julius Caesar, one the greatest commanders of
all times and one of the most important figures in the history
of Rome.
Follow the lead of an expert guide that will accompany you

Starting from
3 ½ hours

Tickets
needed

Not wheelchair
accessible

Kid-friendly
tour

Standard Itinerary
Roman
Forums

Teatro
Marcello

Largo
Argentina

Porticus
of Octavia

Recommended Tour Extentions:
| St Peter's Square | Spagnish Steps | Pantheon | Borghese Gallery |
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Suggested
starting time:
9:30 /14:00

Not available
on Sunday

Roman Christian Mosaics

masterpieces.

Then reach Santa Maria Maggiore. Before entering the church,

Indeed, the first Christian churches were decorated with

admire the mosaics by Filippo Turati located in the square.

Pieces of history

stunning mosaics: small pieces of marble, glass and colored

Inside the church you will see mosaics from the 5th century

stones were combined and blended with gold foils to make a

featuring scenes from the Old Testament and the Nativity.

decorative artwork.

Stroll through via Urbana: there, in the heart of the Monti

Accompanied by an expert English-speaking

Set off from the Oppian Hill and walk down via Labicana: enjoy

quarter, you will visit the church of Santa Pudenziana, where

guide you will explore some important

a stunning view of the Colosseum and walk by the remains of

there are some of the most ancient mosaics in Rome, featuring

Emperor Nero’s Domus Aurea.

Santa Prassede and Santa Pudenziana.

Embark on a journey through the history of Christianity by
studying some of the earliest mosaics in Rome.

churches and other lesser known
gems that house ancient

Stop at Santa Prassede Church that houses the San Zeno
Chapel, adorned with impressive Byzantine mosaics.
FREE

Starting from
3 ½ hours

No tickets
needed

Partial access
for wheelchairs

Suggested
starting time:
9:30 / 14:00

Not available
on Sunday

Standard Itinerary
Santa Prassede
Church

Santa Maria
Maggiore

Santa
Pudenziana
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Jubilee Basilicas

and San Paolo Fuori le Mura.

A pilgrimage to the Holy Doors

Year to welcome the pilgrims who wish to to gain the plenary

Live the experience of a pilgrimage to the sacred places of Rome

indulgence.

during this tour to discover the four Jubilee Basilicas.

Your expert guide will accompany during this tour that will give

During this journey you will learn Christian rituals that are

you the chance to learn about Christianity and see impressive

followed during the celebration of the Jubilee and you’ll visit

artwork and masterpieces from many different centuries.

The holy doors of the Basilicas are opened during the Jubilee

the four major churches in Rome: St. Peter’s Basilica, the
Basilica of San Giovanni in Laterano, Santa Maria Maggiore

FREE

Starting from
4 hours

No tickets
needed

Wheelchair
accessible

Suggested
starting time:
9:30 / 14:00

Standard Itinerary
St. Peter's
Basilica

S. Giovanni in
Laterano
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San Paolo fuori
le Mura

Basilica di S.
Maria Maggiore

Not available
on Sunday and
on Wednesday

Industrial innovation and
archeology

expert tour guide you will discover the most significant buildings

Follow your guide and reach the second stop of your itinerary,

from the Industrial period and beautiful artwork.

the Testaccio neighborhood.

Start your experience at the Centrale Montemartini, the new

neighbourhood where the first factories were built, thus

museum that houses part of the art collection of the Capitoline

becoming the industrial center of the city starting from the

Museums. The transformation of this former thermoelectric

second half of the 19th century.

power plant into a museum began in 1997 with the transfer

During a pleasant walk, we will have the chance to admire

Set off on a journey to discover the

of hundreds of statues from the basement of the Capitoline

amazing historical buildings such as the Gazometro and the

industrial

Museums. Today, the Centrale Montemartini is a stunning

Macro Future, the museum of contemporary art, as well as

past of the Eternal City.

contemporary space, where ancient artworks merge with a

another example of transformation and reuse of neoclassical

futuristic installation.

premises.

The Industrial Revolution of the
Eternal City
evidence

of

the

Accompanied by an

Starting from
3 hours

Tickets
needed

Wheelchair
accessible

Historically, this was the

Suggested
starting time:
9:30 / 14:00

Not available
on Monday

Standard Itinerary
Centrale
Montemartini

Macro Future

Quartiere Testaccio
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XX Century Rome
Art Nouveau, Villa Torlonia and the
Coppedè quarter
Enjoy a nice walk throughout the delightful Villa Torlonia park,
the latest aristocratic Roman villa in the Eternal City adorned by
beautiful english-style gardens, fountains and buildings.
After a short taxi ride from the city center, you will reach Villa
Torlonia accompanied by an expert and entertaining guide that

Starting from
3 hours

Tickets
needed

Not
recommended

will tour you around this stunning neo classical complex.

End your tour strolling around the Coppedè quarter, an Art

Inside the park, we will visit the so-called Casina delle Civette

Nouveau gem in the hearth of Rome designed by the architect

(the House of the Owls), the residence of the Prince Giovanni

Gino Coppedè.

Torlonia until his death during the 1930’s.

See the symbol of this neighbourhood, the lovely Fountain

Today this little house is a museum with 20 rooms full of

of the Frogs in the famous Piazza Mincio.

paintings, mosaics, colorful stained glass windows and porticos
decorated with majolicas.
The Casino Nobile, renovated by the architect Giuseppe
Valadier, is decorated with stunning paintings and stuccoes,
and houses impressive sculptures.

Kid-friendly
tour

Standard Itinerary
Villa Torlonia

Casino Nobile
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House of
the Owls

Coppedé
Quarter

Suggested
starting time:
9:30 / 14:00

Not available
on Monday

Contemporary Art in Rome

contemporary art in Rome.

Be stunned by this heritage of masterpieces, a collection made

Marvel at the collections housed within the Gnam, the National

of more than 1200 works dated from the 1960s up to now.

Gnam, Maxxi and Macro museums

Gallery of Contemporary Art, with stunning artworks from the

Dedicated to contemporary art enthusiasts, this tour
will lead you through the most beautiful galleries
and museums in the Eternal City.
Take this tour with an expert
private guide to vist the most
important museums of

19th and 20th century, and discover masterpieces by artists
such as Van Gogh and Boccioni.
Dive into the 21st century at the Maxxi Museum of Rome: explore
its impressive collection that counts more that 360 artworks by
international masters, as well as works by new artists such as
paintings, installations and photographic exhibitions.
End your tour at the Macro Museum.

Starting from
3 hours

Tickets
needed

Wheelchair
accessible

Kid-friendly
Tour

Suggested
starting time:
9:30 / 14:00

Not available
on Monday

Standard Itinerary
GNAM

MAXXI

MACRO
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Palazzo Spada and
Villa Farnesina

Take a tour to discover the aristocratic palaces in Rome, starting
from the Palazzo Spada in the historic center of Rome that
accommodates the large art collection originally assembled by
the Cardinal Spada.
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by Borromini; on the interior, marvel at Borromini’s ingenious

Loggia of Cupid and Psyche and in the Loggia of Galatea.

Following your private guide you will learn the history of the
Spada family and admire stunning sculptures, paintings and
ancient furniture.
Continue your journey through the Eternal City across the Tiber
river in Trastevere.
Together with your guide you will explore Villa Farnesina, a
little gem full of priceless masterpieces from the Renaissance.

Tickets
needed

Standard Itinerary
Palazzo Spada

Among the artworks, you’ll admire frescoes by Raphael in the

illusionistic gallery.

Borromini’s Gallery and Raphael’s
frescoes

Starting from
3 hours

Start your tour by admiring the facade of the palace designed

Villa Farnesina

Partial access
for wheelchairs

Kid-friendly
tour

Suggested
starting time:
9:30 / 14:00

Not available
on Tuesday
and on Sunday

The EUR Quarter

will take place in the EUR quarter.

stroll, we will focus on the Palazzo della Civiltà also known

Built in 1935, based on a project envisioned by Mussolini, this

as the “Squared Colosseum”, the Palazzo degli Uﬀici, and the

Modern Rome

new neighborhood was at first intended as a monumental

Palazzo dei Ricevimenti e dei Congressi.

outdoor space designed to house the World’s Fair of 1942.

End this tour of the modern Rome with a stroll inside the park

Today the EUR quarter is a green and modern area, full of parks

built on occasion of the Olympic Games.

Take a tour to discover the “new” Rome: a new side of
the Eternal City characterized by a charming mix
of rationalist architecture, museums and
nature.

and new buildings that follow the traditional features of Roman
architecture. This is the reason why the plant of the quarter
resembles the one still visible today in the Roman Forums, the

This experience through the
Contemporary

Rome

heart of the Ancient Rome.
Among the several buildings we’ll see during our pleasant
FREE

Starting from
3 hours

No tickets
needed

Not
recommended

Suggested
starting time:
9:30 / 14:00

Available
everyday

Standard Itinerary
Palazzo
degli Uffici

Palazzo della
Civiltà

Palazzo dei
Ricevimenti
e dei Congressi
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The Art of Local
Craftsmenship

neighborhoods of the city and local traditions.

squares full of shops, boutiques and typical bars. There will also

Along this fascinating itinerary we will discover historical

be time to stop for a coffee or a gelato break.

workshops handed down through generations of carpenters,

Traditional workshops and modern
design
This tour is dedicated to all those travelers who wish to discover
the most hidden and lesser known corners of the Eternal City.
Get off the beaten path and follow the lead of your expert
and entertaining guide to unveil the most picturesque

watchmakers and artists and we will learn the made-in-Italy
production secrets and techniques.
Next to these historical boutiques and workshops we will also
find those of new generations of designers and craftsmen,
exhibiting their works and creations inside bars, galleries,
vintage shops and small markets.
Enjoy a stroll through pleasant cobblestone streets and little

FREE

Starting from
3 hours

No tickets
needed

Wheelchair
accessible

Kid-friendly
Tour

Via Leonina

Via Urbana

Standard Itinerary
Santa Maria
Maggiore
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Piazza degli
Zingari

Suggested
starting time
10:00 / 17:00

Not available
on Monday

A dive into Roman History
The Capitoline Museums and the Baths
of Diocletian
Dive into Roman history with an expert and
professional guide that will show you
amazing masterpieces of Ancient
Rome.
Start your journey by

visiting the Capitoline Museums, the oldest public art museum

of Diocletian, the largest bath complex ever built in Rome.

in the world, founded by Pope Sisto IV in 1471 with the donation

Follow the itinerary throughout ancient gyms, libraries and

of a collection of antique bronze statues.

pools.

Follow the lead of your private guide and walk down the

End your tour with the stunning view of the Chiostro di

galleries of the museums to explore its impressive collections.

Michelangelo and enjoy its quiet and peaceful atmosphere.

Among the masterpieces housed within the museum, we’ll see
the Lupa Capitolina, one of the iconic symbols of Rome.
We will enter the Hall of the Emperors, the Hall of the Philosophers
and the Hall of the Dying Gaul.
Continue on to Piazza della Repubblica to experience the Baths

Starting from
3 hours

Tickets
needed

Wheelchair
accessible

Kid-friendly
Tour

Suggested
starting time:
9:30 / 14:00

Not available
on Monday

Standard Itinerary
Capitoline
Museum

Baths
of Diocleziano

Recommended Tour Extentions:
| Palazzo Massimo |
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The Great Beauty

inspired the story of the protagonist Jep Gambardella.

stunning settings of the movie.

Enjoy a pleasant walk that will bring you from Via Veneto to

End your experience touring Villa Giulia, a Renaissance

The great beauty of Rome through the
eyes of Paolo Sorrentino

Navona Square.

masterpiece that houses the Etruscan Museum.

Enter Altemps Palace, the museum dedicated to the classical

This tour is an experience that will lead you through the
main locations featured in the Oscar-winning movie by Paolo

Continue your tour through the Eternal City: admire from the
outside the Braschi Palace, commissioned by Pope Pio VI.

Sorrentino, the Great Beauty.
Live again the most beautiful moments from the movie
accompanied by an expert guide and discover the places that

Approximately
5 hours

Roman and Greek art.

Tickets
needed

Not
recommended

Continue your tour visiting the Caracalla Baths and the Tiber
Island.
Climb up the Janiculum Hill in your private car and admire the

Kid-friendly
Tour

Standard Itinerary
Via Veneto

Navona
Square

Fountain of
the Acqua Paola

Palazzo
Altemps

Janiculum
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Braschi
Palace

Villa Giulia

Tiber
Island

Caracalla
Baths

Suggested
starting time:
9:30

Not available
on Monday
and on Sunday

Jewish Rome

admiring the breathtaking view of the Janiculum Hill. Marvel

more than 2,000 years.

at the impressive Fontana dell’Acqua Paola, also known as il

Cross the pedestrian bridge of Ponte Sisto, and reach the

Fontanone, one of the most beautiful fountains in Rome of the

Jewish Ghetto, which is one of the most beautiful areas in

17th century.

the city, full of history and tradition, that has almost entirely

Join a private, knowledgeable tour guide on an

Just as ancient explorers we will walk down the hill and reach

remained untouched during the centuries.

interesting walking tour through some of the

the heart of Trastevere. Stroll through suggestive narrow

The 1904 Synagogue, a centerpiece to this area, has a

most beautiful and picturesque areas in

alleys populated by historical workshops, bakeries and typical

magnificent structure with beautiful windows and decorations.

Rome. Start your tour to discover

inns. Your tour guide will be your story - teller, and you will

Walk through narrow cobbled streets and several layers of

discover that Rome is not just about gladiators and the history

history, and learn the history of the Jewish community, while

of Christianity, but also the city where the Jews have lived for

you admire ancient ruins.

History and tradition of the Jewish Rome

the

Jewish

Rome

by

FREE

Starting from
3 hours

No tickets
needed

Not wheelchair
accessible

Kid-friendly
Tour

Suggested
starting time:
9:30 / 14:00

Not available
on Saturday

Standard Itinerary
Janiculum
Hill

Trastevere

Jewish
Ghetto

Recommended Tour Extentions:
| Synagogue |
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Romance in Rome
Dreamy walking tour and tramjazz night
Set off on an entertaining evening, a special combination
between a walking tour through some of the most romantic
spots in Rome, with an exceptional dinner experience on board
a historical tram. Meet your private guide and reach Ponte Sisto
in the lively neighborhood of Trastevere, one of the main spots

Approximately
6 hours

Tickets
needed

Not wheelchair
accessible

of the Roman nightlife.

you will reach the Secret Keyhole on the Aventine, where you

As in Federico Moccia’s movie “I Want You”, couples followed

will get a unique view of St. Peter’s Basilica.

the ritual of locking padlocks to the lampposts of bridges and

End your walking tour with your lovely guide, and be ready to

of other charming spots in Rome in sign of their eternal love. Do

experience a unique dinner with jazz live music on board

as Roman couples, and have fun locking your padlock to one of

a historical tram.. Enjoy a short taxi ride to Porta

the bridges of the Eternal City!

Maggiore, and start a night of entertainment

Continue your walking tour to discover the most romantic sides

that simultaneously offers a jazz concert,

of Rome at the Garden of Oranges and be stunned by this

a delicious candlelight dinner and

lovely and quiet park, that offers an impressive view of Rome

a tour of the centre of rome

and of Tiber River. After a short walk from the dreamy gardens,

by night!

Suggested
starting time:
18:00

Standard Itinerary
Ponte Sisto
Bridge

Garden of
Oranges

Secret
Keyhole

INCREASED REATE WITH SUPPLEMENTARY FEE
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Tramjazz

Not available
on Monday

SHOPPING TOURS
exclusive boutiques
and fashion museums
Follow your Personal Shopper around the Eternal City for a unique shopping experience through
exclusive boutiques and fashion museums.
Choose among itineraries tailored to high-fashion passionates’ tastes and discover the secrets behind
the Made in Italy production.
Visit the most exclusive Italian boutiques
in Rome, and enjoy exclusive preview
of clothing and accessories for women
and men. You will be granted exclusive
entrance to Italian boutiques when they
are closed to the rest of the public.
Take the chance to shop the newest

“Meet your personal shopper
and enjoy exclusive
shopping experiences
in the Eternal City”

collections of Italy’s best designers, and
immerse yourself in a private shopping
experience of haute couture brands.
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Exclusive Shopping

Make yourself comfortable and enjoy some light snacks and

Enjoy this “fashion show” in total comfort and privacy, and

drinks while you experience a private presentation of the

admire incredible designers’ works.

A personalized shopping experience

collections of clothing and accessories for men and women that
are sold inside the shop.

High fashion boutiques will open their doors to welcome you
during this exclusive shopping experience.
Start this tour with a professional Personal Shopper that will
accompany you inside haute couture ateliers for a personalized
shopping experience.

FREE

Approximately
3 hours

No tickets
needed

Wheelchair
accessible

Standard Itinerary
Clothings
boutique

Accessories
boutique
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Jewelery
shop

Suggested
starting time:
9:30 / 14:30

Available
everyday

Fashion Tour

itinerary and explore some of the top tailor’s workshops, where

End your shopping tour with a nice aperitif or enjoying a cup

you will find fine fabrics and selected patterns.

coffee or tea.

From the fabric to the fit

Thanks to your professional Personal Shopper, all the secrets

Embark on a shopping experience through the Eternal
City, and discover the history of the Italian fashion
industry.
Follow

your

private

Personal

Shopper during this exclusive

behind the Italian haute couture will be unveiled.
You will also have the chance to attend an exclusive presentation
of clothes.
Experience the possibility to shop for personalized and tailored
clothing at these exclusive ateliers.

FREE

Approximately
3 hours

No tickets
needed

Wheelchair
accessible

Suggested
starting time:
9:30

Available
everyday

Standard Itinerary
Women's
boutique

Men's
boutique

Exclusive
aperitif
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Made in Italy Tour

Marvel at beautiful collections of clothes and learn the history

Fashion history and contemporary
shopping

Continue your experience by visiting another great example

of this Italian brand.

Experience an exclusive tour with a professional Personal
Shopper and learn the history of the world-renowned “Made in
Italy” fashion industry.
Start your tour at the Museum dedicated to Maison Fontana
that houses an impressive collection of princely dresses.

of Italian haute couture at the Maison Sarli, where you will be
the protagonist of an exclusive presentation of clothes and
accessories. Take the chance to be part of a personalized
shopping experience!
Lastly, enjoy a pleasant stroll through the historic city-center
and stop at Babington's Tea Room, located next to the
charming Spanish Steps. In exclusive setting, there will be time

FREE

Approximately
3 hours

No tickets
needed

Wheelchair
accessible

Standard Itinerary
Maison Fontana
Museum
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Atelier Sarli

Babingtons
Tea Rooms

Suggested
starting time:
9:30 / 14:30

Available
everyday

to relax and taste a variety of teas and local pastries.

Treasures and fragrances

to reach a private area inside the first Perfume Gallery in Italy,

were worn by Hollywood stars and famous actresses. Discover

located in heart of the Eternal City, just a few steps away from

the collection named “Roman Heritage”, that has been inspired

Domus Bulgari and Perfume Gallery

the charming Spanish Steps.

by the city of Rome and contains pieces of priceless value.

Take the chance the discover Italian excellence and
enjoy an exclusive experience, during which you
will discover the art of perfume and jewelry
making.
Let your professional Personal
Shopper accompany you

Be part of an olfactory experience and learn the history of the
most important brands in the niche perfumery industry. It will
be a personalised itinerary according to your unique tastes.
Head to the second stop of your itinerary, the exclusive Domus
Bulgari, which is a small museum located on the top floor of
the historic boutique on Via Dei Condotti.
Be stunned by pieces of jewelry of rare beauty, some of which
FREE

Approximately
3 ore

No tickets
needed

Wheelchair
accessible

Suggested
starting time
9:30

Available
everyday

Standard Itinerary
Perfume
Gallery

Domus
Bulgari
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ROME FOR KIDS
the Eternal City
for all the family
Visiting a city so rich in history and art as Rome may be an overwhelming experience for kids. The
choice of the right guide and of the most suitable itinerary is necessary in order to guarantee that kids
will also enjoy the wonders of the Eternal City.
Set off on a journey throughout specific itineraries designed to meet the expectations of your whole
family.
Don’t miss a visit to the Colosseum,
where kids will feel just like ancient
gladiators;

discover

leisure

and

instructive activities such as the Gelato
Class; embark on an entertaining
Scavenger Hunt to discover stunning

“Choose among itineraries
designed to meet the
expectations and wishes
of the whole family”

monuments and attractions.
Be part of art workshops and learn the
techniques to create beautiful mosaics,
frescoes and paintings.
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Family Scavenger Hunt
Looking for clues through the Eternal City
Set off on a fabulous and funny Scavenger Hunt
suitable for the whole family.
Follow your tour guide and listen to his

This entertaining activity starts at Piazza di Spagna and the

Your itinerary will include a visit to the Pantheon as well, the

Spanish Steps: listen to the information provided by your

temple dedicated to all Gods.

expert guide to answer riddles and embark on your adventure.

End your tour in the stunning Navona Square, where you’ll be

Be ready to train your Italian skills as well!

amazed by beautiful fountains.

Continue your hunt through the historic center of Rome.

Answer the last riddle and enjoy a delicious prize!

Carefully look at the monuments that surround the square to
find clues.

or her advice that will help you to

Reach your next destination, the beautiful Trevi Fountain.

eventually win a small prize.

You may also need to ask people around you for some help to
discover the next destination of your tour.
FREE

Starting from
2 ½ hours

No tickets
needed

Kid-friendly
tour

Wheelchair
accessible

Suggested
starting time:
10:00

Available
everyday

Standard Itinerary
Piazza di
Spagna

Trevi
Foutain

Pantheon

Navona
Square

PREMIUM RATE APPLIED
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A day as a Gladiator
at The Colosseum
Visit Ancient Rome with your kids
Take a tour of the Colosseum with your family accompanied by
an expert guide that will make your experience instructive and

Set off on an adventure through Ancient Rome and follow the

Tickets
needed

Not wheelchair
accessible

Standard Itinerary
Colosseum

Roman
Forums

Capitoline
Hill

Suggested Tour Extensions:
| Palatine | St. Peter in Chains | Pantheon | San Clemente |
| Roman Houses on the Celio Hill | Trajan's Maket |
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Temple of Julius Caesar.

Start by visiting the Ludus Magnus, the ancient gym gladiators

End your experience at the Capitoline Hill and enjoy a stunning

used to train for fierce battles. Discover secret tunnels and how

view of the Eternal City.

the games were organized and staged.
Thanks to your guide, it will be easy to imagine how this place
looked like in its heyday.
Continue your experience in the Roman Forums and learn
about the political and business center during ancient times.

entertaining also for your kids.

Starting from
3 hours

lead of your guide that will bring this place alive.

Marvel at the ruins of the House of the Vestal Virgins and the

Kid-friendly
tour

Suggested
starting time:
9:30 / 13:30

Available
everyday

Walk at the Market
and Gelato Class
A walk through the Market of Campo de’
Fiori before making your own gelato
Start your experience through the Eternal
City discovering one of the most
picturesque areas, such as the
neighborhood of Campo

de’ Fiori. Located just between Corso Vittorio and Farnese

your tour, a typical Roman “gelateria”, an artisanal workshop

Square, Campo de’ Fiori is known mostly for the statue of

that has recently been renewed.

Giordano Bruno and for its famous open-air market.

Embark with your kids on a leisure activity during which you

The market opens everyday, except on Sunday, and will surprise

will be making your own ice cream following traditional

you with the number of stands that sell an impressive variety of

Italian techniques and recipes.

products: cured meats, cheeses, pasta and fruits.

End your experience enjoying delicious gelato flavors with your

Walking down typical cobblestone alleys, you will discover

family!

typical bars and local shops before heading to the charming
Piazza Farnese.
Accompanied by your guide you will reach the second stop of
FREE

Starting from
3 hours

No tickets
needed

Kid-friendly
tour

Partial access
for wheelchairs

Suggested
starting time
10:30

Not available
on Sunday

Standard Itinerary
Capo deˈ Fiori

Piazza Farnese

Gelato Class

SUPPLEMENTARY FEE APPLIED
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Artist for a Day

Choose the subject for your mosaico workshop, and use

Lastly, embark on a golden sheet decoration workshop to

natural glue to join marble and glass pieces and create your

decorate a gypsum angel, flower or frame.

Mosaico, fresco and oil painting workshops

own small masterpiece.
Enjoy a special fresco workshop, during which you will give life

Combine a guided tour of the Vatican Museums, of the

to your piece of art, step by step, from the preparation of the

Colosseum, or of Ancient Rome with an artistic workshop!

surface to drawing and painting with watercolors.

Visit one of these incredible historical sites with an entertaining,

Alternatively, you can also take part in a painting workshop,

knowledgeable tour guide, and then end your experience with

and “restore” missing pieces of a painting with watercolors, thus

one of these fun activities, designed for families with kids and

learning the main restoration techniques.

art enthusiasts.

Starting from
6 hours

Tickets
needed

Possible Itineraries

Kid-friendly
tour

Partial access
for wheelchairs

Suggested
starting time:
9:30 / 13:30

Possible Workshops

Vatican Museums

Choose one or more from the following:

Colosseum

| Mosaico | Fresco | Painting | Golden Decoration |

Ancient Rome
PREMIUM RATE APPLIED
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Available
everyday

GROUP ACTIVITIES
history, art, food
and leisure
Don’t miss the variety of leisure activities dedicated to groups traveling to Rome and discover new
kinds of experiences where history, art and culinary traditions merge. Learn how the ancient Romans
lived during a delicious aperitif at the Roman Houses on the Celio Hill and taste typical dishes from
2,000 years ago. Discover Villa Farnesina, a treasure in the heart of Trastevere, where you will see
frescoes by Raphael and enjoy a light
drink in the Borgo Farnese.
Walk down the galleries inside Villa
Medici

and

admire

the

Cardinal

Ferdinando’s magnificent collections of
artwork. End your tour with an aperitif
inside an exclusive area of the villa. If you
are looking for an entertaining, teambuilding activity, you should not miss the

“Charming palaces,
delicious aperitifs
and scavenger hunts!
Find entertaining activities
for groups in the
Eternal City”

Group Scavenger Hunt throughout the
monuments of the Eternal City.
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Aperitif at Villa Farnesina

doors to us for an exclusive experience.

A journey into the Roman Renaissance

beginning of the 16th century by the banker Agostino Chigi.

Right in the heart of the Trastevere neighborhood stands
Villa Farnesina, a stunning palace regarded as one of the
masterpieces of the Italian Renaissance, where pictorial
decorations and architectural elements merge in a unique
synthesis.

The construction of Villa Farnesina was commissioned at the

Your expert guide will accompany you during this tour to
discover the palace, that was designed by the architect
Baldassare Peruzzi.
Be stunned by incredible frescoes by masters such as Raphael,
Sebastiano del Piombo and Baldassare Peruzzi himself.
Continue your visit with a pleasant stroll throughout the gardens

This gem among the aristocratic palaces in Rome will open its

Starting from
2 hours

Tickets
needed

Standard Itinerary
Villa Farnesina
PREMIUM RATE APPLIED
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Wheelchair
accessible

and end your experience with a delicious aperitif inside the

Suggested
starting time:
17:30

Available
everyday

enchanting Borgo Farnese.

Group Scavenger Hunt
Team play among ancient ruins,
fountains and squares
Embark on a leisure activity designed for you

lead you to discover some of the most fascinating spots in

You will also visit Campo De’ Fiori, the nearby Piazza Farnese,

Rome in a completely new way.

and eventually the mysterious Tiber Island.

Set off on this adventure by listening to your private guide: look
for clues, answer riddles and find the next destination of your
hunt. The winner will be rewarded with a small prize.
Among the many places you will see during the scavenger hunt

and your group of travelers, and be the

are the monumental complex of the Porticus Octaviae, also

protagonists of an incredible adventure.

known as Portico di Ottavia, built during Augustan Age, and

Enjoy a scavenger hunt through
the Eternal City that will

the lovely Piazza Mattei, where there is the Fountain of the
Turtles.
FREE

Starting from
3 hours

No tickets
needed

Not wheelchair
accessible

Starting time
10:00 / 17:00

Available
every day

Standard Itinerary
Portico di
Ottavia

Piazza
Mattei

Campo
deˈFiori

Tiber
Island

PREMIUM RATE APPLIED
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Ancient Aperitif at
the Houses on the Celio Hill
Life and tastes of the Ancient Rome

example of stratification of different layers history in Rome.

Continue this travel back in time with an aperitif rich in delicious

Accompanied by an expert guide you will first walk along the

dishes prepared following ancient recipes from 2,000 years ago.

ancient road, Clivio di Scauro, and then descend into beautifully
decorated ancient rooms and churches.
Touring around these thousand-year old houses and rooms

The Ancient Aperitif is an exceptional event within a unique

you will see impressive frescos and learn about the life and the

location: the Roman Houses on the Celio Hill.

history of Ancient Rome.

Recently discovered, the Roman Houses are located just a few
steps away from an Augustinian Convent and represent a typical

Starting from
2 hours

Tickets
needed

Standard Itinerary
Roman Houses
on the Celio Hill
PREMIUM RATE APPLIED
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Not wheelchair
accessible

Suggested
starting time
19:30

Available
on Friday

Aperitif at Villa Medici
An enchanted palace in the heart of Rome
Cardinal Ferdinando’s villa will open its doors to us
for an exclusive visit dedicated to your group of
travelers.

Rome, the enchanting Villa Medici, located on Trinità dei Monti.

End your experience tasting an aperitif with delicious snacks

Start you visit accompanied by an expert guide, who will be

and dishes inside one of the rooms of the palace.

your story-teller during your tour, unveiling secret stories and
anecdotes about the De’ Medici family.
Explore the rooms and be stunned by the impressive collections
of artwork and masterpieces that belonged to the Cardinal.
Enjoy a pleasant stroll through the gardens, walking from the

Set off on a journey to discover

Loggia towards the Bosco’s Studio.

one of the most fascinating
aristocratic palaces in

Starting from
2 hours

Tickets
needed

Wheelchair
accessible

Suggested
starting time:
17:00

Not available
on Monday

Standard Itinerary
Villa Medici
PREMIUM RATE APPLIED
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SEMI-PRIVATE TOURS
visiting Rome with
a small group of travellers
Take a semi-private tour of the Eternal City with a small group of 12 people or less and an expert
guide, who will be ready to entertain you and unveil the secrets of Rome to you.
Share unforgettable moments with your travel companions during leisure and cultural experiences.
Be stunned by the artwork and masterpieces inside the Vatican Museums; admire the Colosseum,
the symbol of Ancient Rome, and enjoy
a walk through the Imperial Forums.
Discover

local

culinary

traditions

and the best of the Italian cuisine
during

amazing

food

tours

and

dining experiences in picturesque
neighborhoods of Rome.

“A variety of walking tours
for indipendent travellers
who want to discover the art
food and archaeology of
Rome with an expert guide”
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Progressive
Dining Experience

piazzas at twilight on the search for the best flavors in town.

Start in Campo de’ Fiori and learn about its use for

With an expert foodie as your tour guide, you will sample plenty

public executions, then go on to admire the perfection of

of Italy’s fine delicacies - enough food for that evening’s dinner:

Michelangelo’s masterpiece Palazzo Farnese. Take amazing

taste true Roman style pizza at Roscioli; sample gourmet

photos of Rome’s best preserved temple – the Pantheon; and

cheeses and fine cured meats with a glass of Castelli Romani

to top it off, be amazed by a sunset sight of the city’s Baroque

Take a walking tour combined with excellent

wine; finish up with a gelato. Take the chance to experience

jewel – Piazza Navona. Whether you are an intrepid novice or a

food tastings to make the most of your

the magic of the Eternal City at dusk. This is a fun and exciting

serious Italian food enthusiast, you will enjoy this sophisticated

way to taste many types of Italian food in one night, and do

but informal food adventure that takes you around Rome to

some sightseeing along the way. In between stops, enjoy an

celebrate its cuisine and the story behind it, feeling and eating

interactive city tour with an informative, entertaining tour guide.

like a true Roman.

Eat like the Romans do

Roman evenings.
Set off on a walk through
Rome’s

charming

FREE

Approximately
3 hours

No tickets
needed

Wheelchair
accessible

Kid-friendly
tour

Suggested
starting time
18:00

Available
on Tuesday,
Thursday and
Saturday

Standard Itinerary
Campo
deˈ Fiori

Palazzo
Farnese

Pantheon

Navona
Square

Castel
Sant'Angelo
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Colosseum and
Ancient Rome
Traveling back in history

vacation. The tour will start with an introduction atop the

During a short pause by the Arch of Constantine you will hear

Oppian hill, where a scenic view over the Colosseum and the

the tales of triumphal parades and learn about the everyday life

Arch of Constantine will bring you face to face with one of

of ancient Rome. While exploring the Sacred Way and its many

history's greatest feats of architecture.

ruined temples you will reach the heart of the Roman

Once inside the Flavian Amphitheater, your expert English-

Forum: the altar where the body of Julius Caesar was

Enjoy the Colosseum and Ancient Rome through a relaxing and

speaking tour guide will bring to life what once was the

once cremated. In the footsteps of the most

entertaining semi-private small group tour (12 people or less

greatest show on earth. You will then hear the lions roaring

famous dictator in history, you will then

per group).

and the explosion of the screaming crowds, almost as if you

learn how Rome evolved from a

Enjoy no-line quick access, and enter the sites before the

were carried away dreaming of being one of Rome’s greatest

Republic into an Empire.

general public without wasting any time of your precious

victorious gladiators.

Approximately
3 hours

Tickets
needed

Not wheelchair
accessible

Standard Itinerary
Arch
of Constantine

Colosseum
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Imperial Forums

Kid-friendly
tour

Suggested
starting time:
10:00

Available
everyday

Vatican Museums and
St. Peter's
Wonders of ancient art
Take a semi-private tour of the Vatican
Museums,
Museums and join a small group of

Explore the galleries with a knowledgeable, private guide, who

artwork.

will accompany you during this informative, as well as provide

Take your time to admire the Michelangelo’s frescoes inside the

an entertaining experience.

Sistine Chapel before heading to St. Peter’s Basilica through

Enjoy fast entrance to the Museums thanks to your skip-the-line

special access. Marvel at masterpieces such as Michelangelo's

tickets and follow the lead of your expert guide. Be stunned by

Pietà and Bernini's Baldachin .

impressive artwork, such as the statues of Laocoön and His Sons

End your tour in St. Peter’s Square to get a stunning view of the

and the Apollo del Belvedere.

Basilica.

travelers of 12 people or less to

Admire incredible rooms, such as the Gallery of Tapestries and

visit the smallest country in

the Gallery of Maps. During this tour, your guide will be your

the world.

story-teller and focus your attention on the most interesting

Approximately
3 hours

Tickets
needed

Partial access
for wheelchairs

Kid-friendly
tour

Suggested
starting time
10:00

Not available on
Wednesday and
on Sunday

Standard Itinerary
Vatican
Museums

Sistine
Chapel

St. Peter's
Basilica

St. Peter
Square
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Evening Gourmet
Wine and Food Tour
Celebrate life eating and drinking like
Roman people
Immerse yourself in the authentic Italian wine and food culture
to learn to select the right bottle of Italian wine for any occasion
and experience the charm of Rome at twilight.
With 12 people or less per group, your journey through the

discovery of Italy’s finest wines and food will be personal and

shop described as the kingdom of cheeses.

at a slow pace always maintaining full interaction with your

Taste plenty of varieties paired with great red and white

experienced english-speaking tour guide.

Piedmontese wine. Then on to a classic enoteca in the heart

Led by your tour guide you will visit three local “enotecas”

of Trastevere which boasts a cellar of over 1000 different

(wine bars) to pair some of Italy’s finest wines with various food

wines.

delicacies.

With the help of a skilled sommelier, you

Start your experience at piazza Campo di Fiori: visit an artisanal

will finish the night by savoring two

deli and enjoy Castelli Romani wine paired with typical cured

unforgettable Italian wine with

meats made by a local family since 1890!

delicious local appetizers.

Then visit the heart of the Jewish Ghetto to see a one-of-a-kind

FREE

Approximately
3 hours

No tickets
needed

Wheelchair
accessible

Standard Itinerary
Campo
deˈ Fiori

Trastevere
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Jewish
Ghetto

Kid-friendly
tour

Suggested
starting time:
18:00

Available
on Wednesday
and Friday

SIGHTSEEING & EXCURSIONS
FROM ROME
We handpick the most exclusive
and attractive itineraries for your excursions

We handpick the most exclusive and attractive itineraries for your excursions. We can combine a
range of top spots with the intimacy of experiencing local culture and people.
• Florence
• Siena & San Gimignano
• Assisi & Deruta
• Naples & Pompeii
And many other destinations!

“We can combine
a range of top spots
with the intimacy of
experiencing local culture
and people”
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Florence
Highlights of Florence

Ponte Vecchio

This is the ideal trip for someone who would like to have
a memorable experience in one of the most beautiful and
artistic cities in Italy, while making good use of the precious
time you have available. From Rome you will set off on a
journey by fully-equipped car and an English-speaking
driver. Once you arrive in Florence, the first stop will be
“Piazzale Michelangelo” (Michelangelo’s Square), where
you may admire a spectacular view of the city. Then we
will go down the hill that overlooks Florence and cross the
River Arno to “Piazza della Signoria”, the most important
square in Florence. Here we find Palazzo Vecchio, a historic
building, center of the political city life in the 13th century.
From here you may either continue your tour independently,
with the suggestions of our knowledgeable driver, or go on a
walking tour with one of our excellent licensed city guides.
If you like, you could continue with a visit to “Santa Croce”,
the Basilica of the Holy Cross with its 16 chapels adorned
with frescoes by Giotto and his students. Here the former
Franciscan dormitory is now the "Scuola di Cuoio" (leather
school), where you can view leather-workers at work making
leather goods, which they sell in the shop next door. Then
you could stroll on to “Ponte Vecchio”, Florence’s symbol,
also known as "Ponte D’Oro" (Golden Bridge) due to its
numerous, historic jewellery shops. And, last but not least, a
visit to Michelangelo’s world-famous David, at the Academy
Gallery. Obviously, between one stop and another, we will
also pause to have lunch at a restaurant in the old city center.
Here we will have the opportunity to taste typical local
dishes with an excellent glass of Chianti Wine.

Standard Itinerary
Approximately
10 hours

Kid-friendly
tour

Tickets
needed

Suggested
starting time
08:00

Wheelchairs
accessible

Available
everyday

Duomo &
Baptistery

Signoria
Square

Ponte
Vecchio

Santa
Croce

Academy
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Siena & San Gimignano
Medieval beauty and Tuscan countryside

Piazza del Campo (Siena)

Visit the medieval beauty of Siena, and tour the Tuscan
countryside, including San Gimignano, on a day-trip from
Rome. Your journey will be by fully-equipped car, and
you will be accompanied by a knowledgeable Englishspeaking driver. Siena's most prosperous era pre-dated the
Renaissance, so a lot of the city is in the older Gothic and
Romanesque medieval styles. The Gothic and Romanesque
Cathedral, built in stunning black and white marble, with a
magnificent interior, is a must-see. The city is also home to
an important religious center, as it was the birthplace of St.
Catherine (the Sanctuary is devoted to her worship). The
700-year old university is still in operation, holding summer
schools in Italian. And Piazza del Campo, overlooked
by the giant Torre del Mangia, the tower of the Palazzo
Pubblico, with its shell shape, is definitely one of the most
striking pieces of architecture in the world. It represents the
meeting-point of the three hills on which Siena was built.
It is where the Palio is run, a unique bareback horse race
which dates back to Middle Ages. The whole city is caught up
in the atmosphere, and it attracts visitors from all over the
world. San Gimignano is located in the countryside between
Siena and Florence and once as an important relay point for
pilgrims on the Via Francigena, the most ancient route to
and from Rome. The patrician families, who controlled the
city, built some 72 tower-houses (up to 50m high) as symbols
of their wealth and power. Only 14 have survived, but San
Gimignano has retained its feudal atmosphere and splendid
appearance.During the tour we will stop off for a typical
Tuscan lunch.

Standard Itinerary
Approximately
10 hours

Suggested
starting time
09:00

Wheelchairs
accessible

Available
everyday

Kid-friendly
tour

Cathedral

Piazza del
Campo

Sanctuary and house
of Saint Catherine

San
Gimignano
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Assisi & Deruta
Assisi

In the footsteps of San Francis
Visit Assisi, the town of Saint Francis, and enjoy Deruta,
famous for its beautiful ceramics. Your journey will be
by fully-equiped car, and you will be accompanied by a
knowledgeable English-speaking driver. Assisi, birthplace
of Saint Francis and Saint Chiara, is a city full of spirituality,
and it has several beautiful old churches. The “Basilica of
St Francis”, a great monument to the Saint built after his
canonization in 1228, contains frescoes by great artists such
as Giotto, Cimabue and Lorenzetti. The “Cattedrale di San
Ruffino”, the “Basilica di Santa Chiara” and the “Basilica
degli Angeli” are also worth visiting. The last of these was
built over, and around, the tiny chapel, the Porziuncola,
where the angels visited St Francis. Besides its many
churches, Assisi also has some fine non-religious buildings
and architecture, such as the “Piazza del Comune” with its
tower, the “Palazzo del Comune” and “Palazzo del Capitano
del Popolo”.During the visit to Assisi, we will stop for a typical
local lunch. Afterwards, we will head for Deruta, a picturesque
hill town near Perugia, in Italy's Umbria region. Long known
as a center for making the beautiful majolica ware, Deruta is
still famous for its ceramics, which are exported worldwide.
The local clay was especially good for making pottery, and
production began in the early Middle Ages. However, it
reached an artistic peak in the 15th and early 16th century,
with highly characteristic local styles making Deruta the city
where the finest Italian majolica is produced!

Standard Itinerary
Approximately
10 hours

Suggested
starting time
08:00

Wheelchairs
accessible

Available
everyday

Kid-friendly
tour

Basilica di
San Francesco

Basilica di
Santa Chiara

Basilica
degli Angeli

Deruta
Ceramic factory
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Naples & Pompeii
View of Naples and Mount Vesuvius

Art, culture and ancient ruins
Discover history, art and archaeology on this fascinating day
trip to Naples and Pompeii, from Rome. Your journey takes
you from Rome to the Gulf of Naples, where Mount Vesuvius
erupted in 79 A.D., destroying the towns of Pompeii and
Herculaneum. On your full-day tour from Rome you'll drive
down the “Highway of the Sun”, crossing the area known as
Castelli Romani, dotted with enchanting medieval villages.
During the journey you will pass the ruined Abbey of Monte
Cassino, destroyed during the Second World War. We arrive
in Pompeii to visit the famous excavations at about 10:00
am. A thrilling archaeological journey unfolds as you walk
through the ancient ruins which were buried in ashes, after
Mount Vesuvius erupted almost 2,000 years ago. On the
way back, we drive to Naples, surrounded by a breathless
panorama from Posillipo, the highest spot in Naples. You
can stop for an optional lunch in one of the many waterfront
restaurants along the bay serving excellent fresh fish (just
caught!), and shopping in the many small shops offering
local products from Naples. After stopping off for a photo at
Naples' impressive Castel dell'Ovo, you'll continue through
Naples' historic center, passing through the most beautiful
historic sights, including the Royal Palace, Basilica of San
Francesco di Paola, San Carlo Opera House, Gallery of
Umberto I and the majestic Castel Nuovo. Finally, we drive
back to Rome.

Standard Itinerary
Approximately
10 hours

Kid-friendly
tour

Tickets
needed

Suggested
starting time
08:00

Wheelchairs
accessible

Not recommended
during weekends
in summer

Gulf
of Naples

Posillipo

Castel
dell'Ovo

Pompeii
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PRIVATE TRANSFERS and
VIP MEET & GREET
Our transportation options
Our transportation options range from airport VIP Meet & Greet services , port exclusive pick-up right
at the quayside as you get off the ship or hotel pick-up, to more personalized services such as city to
city transfers with stop-offs along the way.
• VIP Meet & Greet Services are our
speciality.
• Shore excursions: port exclusive pickup right at the quayside as you get off
the ship.
• Every corner of Italy will be at your
fingertips!

“Airport VIP transfer,
port exclusive pick up
and more personalized
services such as
city to city transfers”
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Private Transfers
Our luxury vehicles

Luxury transfers
Let us take care of getting you from one place to another,
while you enjoy the comfort of our luxury Mecedes Benz
vehicles, all with 4G Wi-Fi on board.
Our well-trained, multilingual drivers will give you
personalized care and assistance.
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VIP Meet & Greet
VIP Service

VIP Meet & Greet and VIP Services are
our speciality. Try them once, and you'll
never look back!
Our VIP Meet & Greet services give you the comfort of
avoiding a crowded terminal, and smoothly finding your
way out of the airport. There are two ways to enjoy our
exclusive pick-up. First: you can be met by one of our airport
assistants at the baggage claim, just after the passport
control, to be escorted through the quickest way available.
At the Rome Fiumicino airport, this service is included in our
standard airport pick-up. Second: you can be collected right
beside the plane, either at the aircraft door with one of our
vehicles, or at the top of the steps. Our meet & greet service
is available also for transit assistance to accompany you to
your connecting flight.
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Port Transfer
Venice

Luxury pick-up
Pick-up by our luxury Mecedes Benz vehicles is right at the
quayside, so you will find us immediately as you get off the
ship. Our well-trained driver will be there to greet you.
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City to City Transfers
Tuscany

From Rome to every corner of italy
Italy is full of historical and cultural places of interest that you
may enjoy while travelling from city to city, to make the best
of your stay. The journey will be completely personalized,
and our knowledgeable drivers will assist you along the
way and give you valuable advice and suggestions. When
travelling from Rome to Florence, you could stop off along
the way for a wine tour, or visit Orvieto, Assisi or Civita di
Bagnoregio. On your journey to the Amalfi coast, you could
visit the ancient ruins of Pompeii, or enjoy a stop in Sorrento
or Positano. Every corner of Italy will be at your fingertips!
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SHORE EXCURSIONS
Our luxury private pick-up

We can provide a wide array of private shore excursions, and seamless arrangements from most ports
in Western Europe. Pick-up by our luxury Mercedes Benz vehicles is right at the quayside, so you will
find us immediately as you get off the ship. Our well-trained driver will be there to greet you.
• Marseille
• Montecarlo/Cannes
• La Spezia
• Livorno/Florence
• Civitavecchia/Rome
• Naples/Sorrento
• Messina
• Venice

“Pick-up by our luxury
Mercedes Benz vehicles
is right at the quayside,
immediately as you get
off the ship”
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Marseille
Marseille

Cassis

From Marseille to Cassis
and Aix-en-Provence
Your driver-guide will meet you at the port of Marseille
and drive you to the centre of the town. Marseille was the
European Capital of Culture in 2013.
You will start with a visit of the historical Panier District and
will enjoy the beautiful architecture, the old mansions and
the small colored streets. We will go up to Notre Dame de
La Garde to admire the amazing view over the city and the
Mediterranean Sea. Then, we will visit the Old Port.
After that we will drive to Cassis (50 minutes) and visit this
magnificent small village and its picturesque fishing port.
You will do a public boat trip to admire a series of beautiful
unique rocky inlets, which form the Maritime National Park
“Les Calanques de Cassis”.
After lunch, we will drive to Aix-en-Provence (40 minutes
driving), visit the the picturesque old town and the chic
Quartier Mazarin. The mostly pedestrianized old city of Aix
is a stroller's and window shopper's paradise of narrow
boutique-lined lanes and hidden squares filled with cafes or
markets.

Standard Itinerary
Approximately
10 hours

Kid-friendly
tour

Tickets
needed

Suggested
starting time
08:00

Wheelchairs
accessible on request

Available
everyday

Marseille

Notre Dame
de la Garde

Cassis

Aix
en Provence
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Montecarlo • Cannes
Cannes

Antibes

Discover Cannes and Antibes
Discover the magnificent Riviera and Provence with an
itinerary that shows you some of the most iconic landmarks.
Gastronomy, history, culture, charming places, nature,
landscapes… All the best ingredients are combined to offer
you an unforgettable stay.
Your driver-guide will meet you at the port of Cannes and
drive you to Antibes (30 minutes). You will visit the market
in the Old Antibes on the Cours Massena, this is where locals
come to buy their fruit and vegetables on a daily basis.
After the market, we will drive you to the perched and
picturesque village of Saint Paul de Vence (30 minutes)
where you will enjoy lunch and a visit of the narrow streets,
where you will also find remarkable art galleries featuring
prominent artists from around the world. Chagall himself
spent 19 years in St Paul and your guide will take you to his
tomb in the village cemetery where you may add your own
homage.
Time permitting, you can also visit the Maeght Foundation,
an outstanding Museum which gathers one of Europe’s most
important collection of paintings, drawings, sculptures
of XX Century: Bonnard, Braque, Calder, Chagall, Chillida,
Giacometti, Léger, Miró, Ubac and also of comtemporary
artists, such as: Adami, Calzolari, Caro, Del Re, Dietman,
Kelly, Mitchell, Monory, Oh Sufan, Takis, Tàpies...

Standard Itinerary
Approximately
10 hours

Kid-friendly
tour

Tickets
needed

Suggested
starting time
08:00

Wheelchairs
accessible on request

Available
everyday

Cannes

Antibes
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La Spezia • Cinque Terre & Porto Venere
Manarola

Porto Venere

Breathtaking coastal scenery
Your driver-guide will meet you at the port of La Spezia .
Cinque Terre and Porto Venere have been declared a
UNESCO World Heritage site in 1997, and this is where you
can find the breathtaking, unique coastal scenery which is
justly famous throughout the world.
We will drive along a panoramic road to Riomaggiore, and
then to Manarola where the sea, the hills, the vineyards, the
old fishing villages, and the typical Genovese-style churches
result in an enthralling spectacle. Then you could walk along
“Via dell’Amore”, the lover’s pathway, hewn from the coastal
rock between the blue of the sky and the sea.
Afterward we visit Potro Venere, a small picturesque 12thcentury hamlet of Genovese architecture set beside the
delightfully romantic 'Gulf of Poets’.
The itinerary can be flexible, and our knowledgeable,
English-speaking driver will be at your disposal for the day.
Pick-up and drop-off in the port of Livorno, right on the
quayside, so you will find us immediately as you get off your
ship.

Standard Itinerary
Approximately
10 hours

Kid-friendly
tour

Tickets
needed

Suggested
starting time
08:00

Wheelchairs
accessible on request

Available
everyday

Riomaggiore

Manarola

Via
dell'Amore

Porto
Venere
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Livorno• Florence & Wine Tour
Florence

Heart of Florence and Chianti
Visit Florence’s top sights, and enjoy a countryside tour in
the world-famous Chianti Classico Region for wine-tasting.
Generally, we start the tour with pick-up in Livorno port, right
on the quayside, so you will find us immediately as you get
off the ship. You will set off on a journey by fully-equipped
car, and with an English-speaking driver.
Once in Florence, the tour starts from Piazza San Marco.
Here you visit the peaceful and beautifully maintained old
Dominican monastery, one of the most delightful museums
in Florence, with important frescoes and paintings by Fra’
Angelico. Then you can take a stroll to the famous San
Lorenzo market, and stop for an outside view of the Medici
Palace.
A few steps more and you reach the Duomo and Baptistery,
the religious center of the city, and Piazza della Signoria, the
political center. Between the two, you could stop off for a
nice espresso in one of Florence’s historic cafés. From here
you can walk to the medieval district of Florence and the
“Ponte Vecchio”, also known as the “Golden Bridge” due to
its numerous, historic jewelry stores.
Afterward, you drive to the Chianti region, passing through
breathtaking countryside and pretty hilltop towns. Here
you stop for a typical Tuscan lunch in a medieval village.
We continue to a family-run winery, where a passion for
wine-making has been handed down from father to son for
generations. Today, that passion is combined with modern
technology to meet the highest standards. Here you will
taste a selection of white, red, Super Tuscan and Vin Santo
wines, with a full explanation of how wine is made, and how
it is connected to local food and culture. From here we head
back to Livorno.
During the tour we will stop off for a typical Tuscan lunch.

Chianti

Standard Itinerary
Approximately
10 hours

Kid-friendly
tour

Tickets
needed

Suggested
starting time
08:00

Wheelchairs
accessible on request

Available
everyday

Duomo &
Baptistery

Piazza della
Signoria

Ponte
Vecchio

Chianti Classico
wine region

Medieval
hilltop villages

Winery
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Civitavecchia • Rome
Heart of Rome and Vatican

Roman Forum

City Highlights
On this tour you will be guided through the Heart of Rome,
to enjoy the Eternal City at its best, along with a visit to the
Vatican Museums. You will be assisted by our knowledgeable
English-speaking driver, who will tell you stories and
anecdotes about the city.
Generally, we start the tour at 8.00 am, with pick-up right at
the quayside, so you will find us immediately as you get off
the ship. After a comfortable drive to Rome, we start exploring
the city highlights: the Roman Forum, the Colosseum, the
Church of St. Peter’s in Chains, where Michelangelo’s Moses
is kept, the Circus Maximus, the world-famous keyhole
view from the Aventine Hill, the breathtaking views of the
Capitoline Hill, the Trevi Fountain where you may throw
a coin as a promise to return to Rome, the Pantheon and
its mysterious architecture, and Piazza Navona, the most
attractive Roman square, with its colorful street artists.
After a brief stop for a typical Roman lunch, we continue
with a visit to the Vatican Museums, including the Sistine
Chapel and the Raphael Rooms, St. Peter’s Basilica (with
Michelangelo’s famous Pietà sculpture), the Papal Crypt, and
St. Peter’s Square.
After that, around 4:30 pm, we head back to the port in time
for you to get back to the ship.
The driver will not accompany you inside the monuments
and museums, but will give you all the information and
historical background for you to make your own visit. For the
visit to the Vatican Museums, we suggest you hire one of our
licensed city guides.

St. Peter and Castel Sant'Angelo

Standard Itinerary
Approximately
10 hours

Kid-friendly
tour

Tickets
needed

Wheelchairs
accessible on request
Roman Forum
& Colosseum

Suggested
starting time
08:00

Available
everyday

Pantheon and its
mysterious architecture

Church of St.Peter's in Chains The Circus
and Michelangelo's Moses
Maximus

Piazza
Navona

Aventine Hill

Vatican Museums
(Sistine Chapel and Raphael Rooms)

Capitoline Hill

St.Peter's Basilica

Papal Crypt

Trevi Fountain

St.Peter's Square
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Naples • Sorrento
Discover Pompeii, Positano and Sorrento

Pompeii

One of our most popular tours, covering the highlights of
the Neapolitan Riviera!Take an instructive and entertaining
full-day tour of the archeological area of Pompeii, followed
by a driving tour of the charming Amalfi Coast. Set off on a
journey by fully-equiped car from the port on Naples to the
scavi of Pompei. Enjoy the sights across the bay of Naples
with views of its famous volcano (Vesuvius), Capri & Ischia
along the way. During your drive to Pompeii, your Englishspeaking driver will keep you entertained with interesting
anecdotes and stories.Once in Pompeii, meet your personal
guide, who will be ready to show you around the UNESCOlisted ruins. Your walking tour of this ancient city, that was
destroyed by the eruption of Vesuvius in 79 AD, will be a
major highlight of your day trip, and lasts approximately 2
hours.
After visiting this world-famous archeological site, head
to the charming Amalfi Coast (around 45 minutes drive).
Marvel at the amazing natural landscape, and enjoy a stop
in Positano, taking a pleasant stroll through its alleys, full of
colorful shops and cafes.We will also have time to stop for
a delicious lunch – perhaps right on the beach - and for a
gelato or coffee.
Shop in the bustling alleyways of Sorrento, where you can
admire the local marquetry, leather goods & linens, sample
our local liqueurs and stroll around this very popular resort
perched a top a seaside cliff like so many picturesque villages
along our coast.

Positano

Standard Itinerary
Approximately
10 hours

Kid-friendly
tour

Tickets
needed

Suggested
starting time
08:00

Wheelchairs
accessible on request

Available
everyday

Pompeii

Positano

Sorrento
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Messina
Mount Etna

Taormina

Mount Etna, Wine tasting & Taormina
Meet your English speaking Driver and naturalistic Guide
and departing from Messina you will traverse spectacular
landscapes as you make your way to Mount Etna, through the
lava fields and the craters of ancient and recent eruptions.
Mount Etna is the highest active volcano in Europe (10,902ft)
and undoubtedly the dominating feature of Eastern Sicily.
Your guide will show you the ancient eruptions and the
recent ones while giving you some great insights and tell
you about this volcano that has always dominated local life,
bringing dust and sometimes destruction but also enriching
the soil and creating a unique terroir. Your excursion might
include some interesting easy trekking.
Wines coming out of Mount Etna are considered today among
the finest and most unique in Italy. Your guide will also take
you to a boutique family-run winery where the producers
will host you for a light lunch featuring local products paired
with their award-winning wines.
In the afternoon you can enjoy some free time in Taormina,
the Sicilian star of the European Grand Tour. Perched on a
rocky promontory above the sea, its Greek theater is world
famous for the spectacular setting and scenery framing Etna.
The town centre is full of shops, cafes and restaurants. We
suggest to wander along its narrow medieval streets.
After that you will meet your driver to head back to the
harbor.

Standard Itinerary
Approximately
10 hours

Kid-friendly
tour

Tickets
needed

Suggested
starting time
08:00

Wheelchairs
accessible on request

Available
everyday

Messina

Mount Etna

Taormina
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Venice
Venice

Legendary Venice
On our Legendary Tour you will visit the heart of Venice on a
4 hours walking tour.
Our assistant will pick you up at the port and then you will
reach, by private boat, San Marco Square. Here you will meet
your guide.
Led by an expert local guide you will discover the most
famous sights of the city with a special attention to Doge’s
Palace, St Mark’s Basilica and the Rialto Bridge.
You will also visit the new shopping centre which has
wonderful terrace that offers a 360° view of the city.
After that you will sit back and relax on a 30 minutes Gondola
ride through the Canals.
After that you will have the transfer by private boat back to
the port.

Gondola

Standard Itinerary
Approximately
10 hours

Kid-friendly
tour

Tickets
needed

Suggested
starting time
08:00

Wheelchairs
accessible on request

Available
everyday

San Marco
square

Doge's
Palace

Rialto
Bridge

Gondola
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